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HISTORIC ALSOCITEY
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RAIN Is a probability
for tonight and Tuesday, which are predict
ed to he partly cloudy,
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AEOUT as Uiffinult to
learn the straight of
the war as to got the
truth in a graft inves- -

lilLj

CITY EDITION

IB

CARRANZA'S HEADOUABTERS

1

TRANSFERRED TO ORIZA

TURKS TAKE SUEZ CANAL
Berlin, Nov. 23 (By Wireless) Official reports given out in ConstantinTO
repulsed.
and reaching Berlin today tell of
ople
"Ia the Woevre and in the Vosges
the continued successful Turkish adthe situation, is without change.""
vance upon Bat tun,, the Russian port
TO
The German Statement ,- on, the Black sea. All the territory
LonBerlin, Nov. 23 (by wireless'to
between the
border and
don). The official communication isin Turkish
the
Chursck
is
River
sued by the German army headquartforce in the southern part of this
ers today says:
territory has taken Artwin. The
"Fighting continues at Nleuport and
Turks
declare that the English losses
at Ypres. A small British squadron REGISTRATION AT EDUCATIONAL
at
amounte to 750 dead MEXICAN TROOPS UNDER GENER- GENERAL LUCIO BLANCO OUT
twice approached the coast, but was
CONVENTION BREAKS ALL
and
thousand
seevral
wounded.
AL AGUILAR TAKE POSSESWITS PROVISIONAL PRESI-DENdriven off by our artillery. The BritFORMER RECORDS
MAY
The report Is reiterated that the
SION OF THE FORT
ish naval guns had no effect.
AND OBREGON
Turks have reached the Suez canal
"In the forest of the Argonnie we
are gaining ground step by step, one HILL OPENS THE
SESSIONS at El Kantara, after defeating the
English in a sanguinary engagement WILL DEMAND NO INDEMNITY CAPITAL
NOW
HOT
trench after another, and one point
IS CROEELY
at a point 30 kilometers (about 18
i
of support after another being wrest
READS A PAPER miles) to the eastward of the canal.
ed from the French and a tiumber of THE PRESIDENT
THAT MILITARY COMMANDER APPOINTS
ON THE SUBJECfT OF "NEW
The English fled, leaving many dead. THIS IN SPITE OF FACT
DEPENDS DESPERATE EFFORTS OF THE prisoners being taken daily.
UPON ITS OUTCOME
A NEW CHIEF TO HEAD
OCCUPATION COST UNITED
EDUCATION"
MEXICO
"A violent reconnoiterlng expedition
TEUTONS TO PIERCE ALSUCCESS OF THE GERTEN MILLION
STATES
THE POLICE
MUST
DIE
FRANK
I
against our position on the east of the
LIES LINES FAIL
MANS' PLANS
Washington, Nov. 23. Justice LaMoselle river was made Ineffective by
VAUGHN THE RNLT CANDIDATE mar today refused to issue a writ of
our counter attack.
error to bring to the supreme court TARIFFS ARE BROUGHT ALONG VILLA COMES MAECESNO CM
re"In
east Prussia the situation
NEED TROOPS IN THE WEST BAD WEATHER IS PREVAILING
mains unchanged.
STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE for review, the conviction of I.eo M.
"In Poland the appearance of RusFrank, for the murder of Mary Pha- - THIS GOVERNMENT WILL KEEP INDICATIONS ARE THAT HE WILL
MAN LIKELY WILL BE 1914-1- 5
BUT THE TEUTONS CANNOT RE- BUT THE MILITARY OPERATIONS
a factory girl, in Atlanta Ga.
sian reinforcements is postponing a
gan,
THEM TILL A PRESIDENT
TAKE POSSESSION WITHEXECUTIVE
GO ON WITH UNDIMINISHMOVE THEM AS LONG AS
sian reinforcements is postponing a
IS RECOGNIZED
OUT OPPOSITION
ED FURY
RUSSIANS OPPOSE
CHICAGO "CHANGE" OPENS
decision of the battle,
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 23. More
Nov. 23. The Chicago
"In the region east of Czenstochowa than 1,300 teachers
Nov. 23. American
Chicago,
beWashington,
Washington, Nor. 23. Plans for the
tostock
its
and to the northeast of Cracow the fore the
doors
held Vera Cruz eleventh hour abandonment of Mexico
which
have
exchange
opened
twenty-ntroops,
sesslufi
of
the
opening
ARE CONFLICTING THE SULTAN'S SOLDIERS BUSY Austro-GermaREPORTS
offensive' was main- inth
annual convention of the New day, and trading resumed where it since last April, were evacuating the City to the Zapata forces were frus
tained."
Mexico Educational association was stopped July 30, when with other big city and sailing for home today. Offi trated by General Lucio Blanco, ac
No Change In West
convened thiS afternoon. The total trading centers the exchange closed cials here expect sunset will see the cording Jo confidential reports receiv
PETROGRAD DECLARES THAT ITS THEY ARE REPORTED TO HAVE
Mexican flag again floating over the ed today at the state department from!
Berlin, Nov. 23 (by wireless to attendance will exceed 1,500 as against because of the European war.
ARMIES ARE ADVANCING,
DRIVEN THE RUSSIAN
ancient fortress of San Juan, and the its agents.
Sayviile). Army headquarters today about 1,000 attending a year ago.
BUT BERLIN DENIES IT
AWAY
gave out an official report dated NoAmerican troops will be well on their
ATTACK IS USELESS
General Carranza announced the
C. C. Hill of Roswell, president of
vember 22, which reads as follows;
across
homeward
the
would .be evacuated last Fri
way
capital
23
deliv
Nov.
the association, this afternoon
Berlin,
(via London) The
At two points In the battle line extending across France and Belgium
"In the western arena of the war ered his annual
early today from Major day, so that .the Zapata forces could
to
address, "An Educa- British aviators who attempted
the Germans are making determined efforts today to break through, and at the situation remains unchanged.
said his furtherest enter, at the same time tearing up the
New Mexico."
tional Program-Jo- r
destroy the Zeppelin headquarters at General Funston
"In Poland the fighting continues
the same time a critical struggle was under way In Russian Poland.
John H. Vaughn of the State Agri- Friedrichshafen on Saturday are said outposts had been withdrawn at. !) railways north, of Mexico City to
and the struggle is going on to the
Today's French statement satd that at Ypres, between the points electcultural college may be the only can- here today also to have made an at o'clock; at 10 o'clock troops guarding check and delay, the Villa troops. One
south of Flock, in the vicinity of Lodz
ed for the new German attempt to force a way through to the English
didate
for president.
tempt on the buildings at Manzell, to the railroads at the approaches to the of the official reports speaks of "pre
channel, the artillery fire yesterday was violent and that many buildings and near Geensjtochau."
A sharp contest for the convention the west of Rrledrichshaf en, which are city, were withdrawn, and at 11 o'clo- k meditated atrocities" and an intention
Leaders Are Agreed
'
were 6et on fire.
.
Is being waged 'between Albuquerque used for the housing of dirigibles. the embarkation was on in earnest. to leave the capital to be sacked.
The official press bureau today gave
In the region of the Argonne forest, well on toward the eastern end
General Funston reported he expected What was the purpose or the motive
A
This attack was witttout result.
Santa Fe.
and
out the following information; ... ,
of the line, where the Germans are centering another severe attack, the
to sail for Galveston at noon He re- on the part of the Carranza chief, war
of
ported constitutionalist '"troops' under not disclosed. General Obregon, air
figiding, yesterdays waft, des
Btaff of the Austrian army, has gent
German onslaughts were repulsed. Rhelms and Soissons also were under
General
Aguilar were taking posses- cording to the official, report, ordere '
ENGLISH
AEROPLANES
a telegram to the Lokai Anzeiger in LOBATO
sion of the city.
General Blanco to accompany IjIej
bombardment, with what effect was not disclosed.
The German official statement speaks of the severe fighting at Ypres which he denies as laughable and mafrom
the city, but the latter declined
in
Mexican
of
the
port,
HAKE A GERMAN RAID Occupation
and also says that a British squadron's attempt to bombard Nleuport was licious the reports of friction between
to obey his superior official, saying
to
Insult
the
Huerta's
for
reprisal
GUILTY BY JURY
the German and Austrian military
repulsed twice.
flag at Tampieo, has cost the United he would not be a party to the plan.
leaders.
In the Argonne region it Is said the1 Germans are
Obregon left after a serious argument
gaining ground
THEY
IN
SUCCEED
DAMAGING States more than a score of lives,
"Special dispatches reaching here
slowly. The renewed efforts of the Germans In the west, notwithstanding
some from disease, with Blanco, who then took full comsome
in
and
battle
ZEPPELIN
ON
FACTORY
MOTION OF
AT
THE SELLS CASE,
the effects of the cold, wet weather, which was said to make fighting In from Basel and Zurich declare that
and, according to some estimates, as mand and began, to police the city and
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN
ATTORNEY
SPIESS, IS
the lowlands almost an Impossibility, attracted renewed attention to the the English aviators who failed in
But iVTexico will appoint municipal officers who aras $10,000,000.
much
CONTINUED
their attack on the Zeppelin factory at
west field of battle.
no
to
be
asked
indemnity. Ad- ranged for protection against disorpay
London, Nov. 23. ftetarls of the
The struggle between the Russians and Austro-Germaforces in the Friedrichshafen, flew over Swiss terwant
that fact ders.
officials
ministration
lac-tory
Upon the request of Charles A aeroplane raid on the Zeppelin
east still was rated as of greater immediate Importance because of the InFears for the safety of residents in
ritory.
of
evidence
an
added
at Friedrichshafen, which British to stand out as
"The Messagergo, published in Rome Spiess, attorney for George Sells, who
fluence the ou'come is expected to exert upon the whole future course of
Mexico City now have passed, accordthe
of
disinterested
(he
friendship
is accused of forging the names of officials assert inflicted serious damthe war. From this quarter came no definite news today. Berlin was and favorable .to France, declares that
southern neigh- ing to telegrams dated late last night,
A. Bryan and Hugh Quigley age, were given in the house of com- United States for her
George
the French army is suffering badly
confident of an arly decisive victory, but the war office there acknowland confidence is manifested InN.,
bor.
to a note for $330, Judge David J. mons this afternoon by Winston SpenBlanco's ability to deal with the situaedged today that the arrival of Russian reinforcements had postponed the from the effcts of the cold weather
instructions
to
has
Funston
General
cer
Churchill.
In Berlin It Is salid the outcome of the main battle with the and that the hospitals are overcrowd- Leahy at this morning's session of the
decision.
tion
and arrange for an orderly entry
none
the
over'
to
turn
of
the
city
"On Saturday," said Mr. Churchill,
district court consented to a continuof Villa's troops.
Russians may decide not only that phase of the many-side- d
war, but the ed.
and
avoid
Mexican
factions
thereby
"the aeroplanes under the direction
"The Austrian press estimates the ance of the case. Mr. Spiess stated
whole European struggle. A decisive triumph in the east, It is pointed out,
General Villa today informed George
what might be construed as arerogni-tio- n
war that' he had just returned from a busi- of Squadron Commander E. F. Briggs
would free part of th German army engaged there to assist the forces
C. Carothc-rs-,
result of the
United States consular
simHis
orders
them.
of
of
one
--of the naval air service,
Flrght
loans
which are facing the British, French and Belgians )n the west.
at more than 2,000,000,000 ness trip to Raton and needed addi- Commander
agent, that he has issued general orand
his
to
are
troops
away
ply
bring
and
to become acBabington,
Flight
Unofficial reports from Petrograd state that the Russians are continuders that any of his soldiers mo'est-in- g
($400,000,000). The Daily Citizen pub- tional time in which
Lieutenant "ippe, flew from French leave the city to whichever faction
and
facts
with,
the
" lishes a
prepare
quainted
nn
visitor
in
their
Prussia
of
advance
women or 'pillaging m entering
east
have
and
66
English
report
miles
ing
captured Gubineinen,
to the Zeppelin airship fac takes possession.
from Koenlgsberg.
to Newbury concentration camp. He a defense. The case had been set for territory
Mexico
City will be summarily shot.
Is
Carranza's commander, Aguilar,
It was stated this tory. All of the three pilots flew
According to all accounts the main battle between the Vistula and says the fare is insufficient, that the trial this morning.
Secretary Lansing said that
Acting
which
but
Carranza
nearest,
troops
down to a close range, under heavy
Warthe rivers Is still In progress, and although the Germans are pressing German prisoners are making out- afternoon that It likely would be callorder
wa3
reported prevailing in all
fire from airship guns and rifles. have swerved in their alle;iaiice to
forward steadily, the Russian army is still offering determined resistance. breaks and that epidemics are. likely." ed tomorrow.
the cities and towns thus far occupied:
have
There
distant.
not
are
Villa
far
They launched their bombs in accord.
Lobato Found Guilty
The fighting In Belgium, which ha8 been slow for several days on acheen some evidences that Carranza by Villa's army. Mr. Carothers wired
ance with instructions.
afterlate
The
Saturday
count of the. weather, has broken out with renewed ferocity at Ypres, with
petit
jury
Kaiser is Optimistic
that arrangements Tvere being mado
"Commander Briggs is reported to 'tended to move his capital to Vera
the artillery playing the main part. London suggests that this may be the
for the peaceful entry of Villa colBerlin, Nov. 23 (By wireless to the noon brought in a verdict finding have heen shot down, nnri
Cruz
American
evacuation
the
upon
in
umns
;
into Mexico City.
Assiciated Press) The general staff Anastacio Lobato guilty of the ofprelude to another German attempt to pierce the line, as In the past
The Fourth, Seventh, Nineteenth
to a hospital as
within a been taken, wounded,
... . .. r
.
i.
of the German army, referring to im fense of firing a weapon
From the Mexican capital came
by German Infantry have bsen preceded by heavy artillery atm
'
mm
j
uw
ana
iwraiy-eigma
miauiiy
prisoner. The other officers returntacks.
to the state department that
portant operations in Poland, now populated settlement, as charged in ed
safely to French territory, although First battalion of the Fourth field ar the panic of the residents had
From the other fields of battle reports
were meager. The Turks nearing a decisive outcome, announc- the indictment found against him. The
of
the
uminflrnns
Sixth
and
two
their machines were damaged by the tillery,
were said to have reached the Suez cjnal after defeating British forces.
subsided with the assumption
ed today that it considered the situa- decision was reached at about 3
They report posi cavalry will return to Galveston. The of full command
The British steamer Lo. Corrinta, missing for several weeks after she tion everywhere favorable.
o'clock, and, as the court had already fire of the enemy.
by General Lucio
to
will
marines
go
three regiments of
sailed from Buenos Ayres for Liverpool, Is now said to have been sunk by
adjourned, the jury gave a sealed ver- tively that all of the bombs reachedBlanco, who after a heated argument
damPhiladelphia.
serious
dict. This was opened by Judge their objective, and that
with General Obregon, declined to acthe German converted cruiser Kron Prinz Wilhelm, her crew having been
Germans Say They'll Win
Lobato was in- ago was done the Zeppelin factory.
this
taken by a German steamer to Montivldeo. The French bark Union, it is
morning
Leahy
latter to' abandoning thecompany the
Soldiers Leave Vera Cruz
"
Berlin, Nov. 23 (By. Wireless) Con dicted for shooting a rifle and en"This flight of 250 miles, penetrat- said, also was sunk by the Kron Prlnz Wilhelm.
.:.
.
city.
in
Berlin
fidence is great and general
120 miles into Germany across a
Vera Cruz, Nov. 23. The American
Blanco has gfrea assurances to the
dangering the three children of Peter ing
London, Nov. 23. Desperate fighUjain in the" construction of battleships, military circles today that the result Clddio.
mountainous country under difficult forces of occupation under General Braailiaa minister and American con-so- l,
He has not heen sentenced.
. ing
Inj Russian Poland, but without consequently she is devoting greater of the battles now waging in Russian
weather conditions, constitutes
Funston, after a stay in
Case on Trial
Chavez
SfFiJmaa, that he will maintain
to the building of an air fleet. Poland will prove a decisive victory
details as tq the outcome, and a
.Vera
a
of
fine
of seven months, today be
the
with
Cruz
feat
attack,
Mexgether
New
of
The case of the State
an3 haa appointed a chief of
order,
sumption of similar activity in West Naval, construction takes relatively for the Germans and Austrians and ico
gan embarking on the steamships police and neveral municipal officers
Gabriella Chavez
against
areas
camIn
second
the
are
features
Lui
the
Flanders,
settle the fate of the Russian
place.
which will return them to the United to
a
Chavez on the charge of arson was
replace those who left to join,
Both sides continue to be reticent paign. An official report from Vienna
of military operation. Violent bomDREYFUSS'
States. The outposts began falling
HAUL
BIG
court
"When
at
Orizaba.
this
morning.
opened
town
bardments have destroyed the
In the morning, and
9
concerning the progress of the great added to this feeling, with the decla- was
General Carranza Invited the entire
adjourned for the noon recess the Denver, Colo., Nov. 33. Jerome back at o'clock
hall and the central market at Ypres, battles in Poland.
ration that the Teuton allies were
the first American diplomatic corps to
two
hours
later
merchant
former
and
money
Dreyfuss,
and
had
been
,sworn
empaneled
jury
accompany him
according to official news reaching:
continuing their attacks successfully. charged. The Chavez woman was in- lender, was sentenced to not less than soldiers were going over the sides of to bis temporary capital "at Orizaba,
here from Paris.
,
One statement In the Viennese report dicted
The French Statement
bat the invitation was declined- - The
Saturday When arraigned in two and not more than three years the waiting transports.
This may herald the; resumption of
General Funston established his1 diplomats have been making vigorous
Paris, Nov. 23. The official French to the effect that heavy battles were court at that time she pleaded not in the penitentiary today, Saturday
the attempt on the part of the Ger- bulletin given out in Paris thla ft or. fa Progress to the west of Punajes,
on board the transport
representations to General Blanco, i
guilty. It Is said that she set fire to Dreyfuss entered a plea of guilty to headquarters
x- mans to break the center, held by the noon says that yesterdav Vnres wBH;"i uancia, snows ine xreuumuuus
the houee of Jose Madril in the little charges of obtaining $29,700 under Cristobal, and all the organizations of whom they placed strong hope for
English, of the allied line, blocking subjected to aj violent artillery fire tent of territory involved in the 'strug- placita of Sanchez, N. M. O. A.
falso pretenses from the Hamilton his command began at daylight the the termination of the abuses wh-in the
their way to the coast. This theory and that many of Its Important
National bank.
work of moving out their equipment Carrauza's
is attorney for the defense.
build gle. Battles also are waging
troops are mli to 1:m5
finds some confirmation in the renew- ings were consumed
preparatory to final evacuation. Ev- been practicing in tbe last wet;k.
the flames. Carpathian mountains.
The Montoya Case Again
by
ed reports that the Germans are
BeWILL SEE SUFFRAGISTS
The text of the communica.iirm fni.
smoothly.
Austrian Operations Impeded '
erything progressed
In the civil case of J. Hilario MonPeople driving in carriages in the
.
reinforcements
up
23. President yond the American outposts there bod
bringing
heavy
OW8
Washington, Nov.
Catron and the New
had tho'r
According to official information toya vs. T.
principal thoroughfares
through Belgium,
"Yesterday was marked by a vio- reaching Berlin .today, the Austrians .Mexico Land and Live Stock company Wilson today consented to see a dele been mobilized during the night a horses (nlcen from the vehicles.. AuAs the tomobiles were cwitfsMttiM nti-lent artillery fire. The enemy dirrct-e- are again meeting resistance In Ser-vl- the evidence has been completed. The gation of democratic women who want force of constitutionalists.
Germany Making Warships
prn'-ert.- y
From Germany these came reports
his attention particularly to the
but strong detachments of Aus hearing of the argument was set for to urge him to support a constitution Americans withdrew, first from the
vas
and there l?s Wr
of feverish activity la the construc- town of Ypres, where the belfry of the! trian forces have crossed the River this morning, but. by agreement of al amendment for woman suffrage. outlying districts and then from th."1 Sfttnc tontlnsr. Latovt flf.pnti't:-- , lot-- .
tion of warships as well as in the cathedral, the markets and a number ilfolubara. Floods and soft ground on counsel it has been put over until He will receive them early in Decem- city Itself, the constliutlonalista
fol
n!er, 6"H corttH!ort5 arc !mn,.f,
manufacturing of Zeppelin airships,. of houses were set on fire; to Sois- - the levels,
with snow In the Monday. The case Involves the title ber. The president has told other lowed them end then nominally occu- - ndtPftifons are UiJ't Ocmwol IV wo i
The opinion prevails that Germany isj sons and to Rhelms.
acres m ex suffragists that he believes the qurs-tlomountains, have greatly hindered op- to a tract of land
not able to compete with Great Brit-"In the Argonne the day was char-- j erations,
is one for the (states.
tent lying1 in the Antonjo Ortiz grant.
(C
(Continued on page Four)

ALLIES REPULSE GERMANS1 NEW

acterized by hot fighting. The enemy
delivered spirited attacks, which were
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fanciers from nearly every state west
of the Mississippi river have entered
their best stock, One of the interesting displays Is a model chicken
farm, stocked with thoroughbreds of
long pedigree.

Loa Vottflj'LoodiiiiSlara

as&nwaM& Son
EitoUished 1868

SoutKSidoPlo3

33 i Discount on
all Dress Skirts
We

must have room in this

dc

partment for our toys and dolls, so
we are offering our complete line of
dress skirts at these extreme prices to
moke room. All the new weaves and
colorings, all the late styles it is an
easy matter to find just what you
want in thisjarge stock of ours

all at

33

i

o

Discount
$2.00

Dress Skirt8
$5.00 Dress Skirts
$7.50 Dress Skirts
$10.00 Dress Skirts
$12.00 Dress Skirts
$15.00 Dress Skirts
$3.00

rV.irVt.

1014
Tlie H, Black

Co.

Silk Petticoats 33

i

$3-3-

$5-0-

$6-6-

$3.00
$10.00

Discount

Beautiful silk petticoats in messa-- k
line, Jersej', etc., all street and evening shades; some pleated; all must go
during this sale at
OFF THE REGULAR PRICE

W. T. Hucnens, Nicholson, Ga had
a severe attack of rheumatism. Hie
RAZE OLDGOTTABES
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Fills. Ancient Buildings of England BeHe says, "Just a few doses made mc
ing Pulled Down.
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
feel better, and now my pains and
There are, many times when one rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
man Questions another's actions and all night long." O. G. Schaefer and Houses That Have Stood for Hundreds
motives. Men act differently under Rec" Cross Drug Store. Adv.
of Years to Be Done Away With
different circumstances.
The quesMonstrosities"
and "Jerry-Buil- t
tion is, what would youdo right now
CHICAGO OPERA OPENS .
to Take Their Places.
23. The
if you had a severe cold? Could you
Chicago
Chicago, Nov.
do better than to take Chamberlain's Grand Opera company opens tonight
London. Now that an epldemlo
Cough Remedy? It 1b highly recom- for ten weeks of opera, this being its seems to be on the point of setting in,
mended by people who have used it fifth oonsecutive seasson. Cleofonte if it has not already started, of pullfor years and know its value. Mrs. Campanini is the director
general. ing down old cottages which have
and reO. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- German opera will have a larger place atood for hundreds of years
is to be feared at
it
them,
placing
berlain's Cough Remedy is worth Its in the repertoire. Madame Edythe
monpublio expense, by jerry-buil- t
weight la gold and I take pleasure in Walker, an American, is with the strosities, it is of urgent Importance,
recommending it." For Bale by all company, and Mme. Schumann-IIeink- e
remarks a writer in London Country
dealers. Adv
will sing the roles which made her Life, to put on record the aspect and
arrangements of the old buildings
famous.
about to be destroyed.
CHICAGO BREWERS PROFIT
The earliest existing type of cottags
Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
Chicago, Nov. 23. It is charged by
in
England has been admirably deretail liquor dealers that the new war SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two apscribed
by Mr. Sidney Oldall Addy in
tax, as applied to beer, has greatly plications will cure it completely. his invaluable
book, "The Evolution
increased the profit of brewers, for Price 25c, 50c and $1 per bottle. Sold of the
English House." Unfortunately,
the saloon men charge the brewers ! Central Drug Co. Adv.
that work lacks the profuse illustraare adding 75 cents a barrel, over and
tion It so well deserves, and the lack
above the war tax, and that the retail HOW TO TEACH ALIENS IS TOPIC Is especially felt in respect to this
most Important of all the
er is compelled to pay it to them.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 23'. The prob- historically
he says, of the eartypes.
Cottages,
lem of the education of the immigrant
are still found in Gloucesterlier
type
Due
to Indigestion
in America will be the topic of discusDespondency
are common in Yorkshire and
It is not at all surprising that per- sion at the convention of the New shire,
Lancashire, and are "doubtless to be
sons w o have Indigestion become York State Teachers association, found In every English county." In
Here which opens here tomorrow. Tomor- this. I think, he is mistaken, for I car.
discouraged and despondent.
are a few words of hope and cheer row's session will be given over en- find none of the type in question In
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In- tirely to the subject, for the associa- Kent or thereabouts, nor have I been
to get a photograph of one from
diana, Pa.' "For years my digestion tion officials believe the work is hard- able
was so poor that I could not eat the ly begun and that the serious nature anywhere.
I leave the interested reader to re
lightest foods. I tried everything of the problem Is scarcely realized. fer to the book for a full explanation
that I heard of to get relief, but not Albert Shiels, formerly superintendof the term and the reasons in anuntil about a year ago when I saw ent of eevning schools in New York cient architecture for the dimensions of
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and City, will preside.
a "bay." "The principle of construetion of the house of one bay was sim
got a bottle of them, did I find the
A tight feeling in the chest accom-lanie- ple. Two pairs of bent trees, in form
right treatment I soon began to imarches
resembling the lancet-shapeprove, and since taking a few bottles
by a short, dry cought, Indi- of a Gothlo church, were set up on
of them my digestion is fine." For cates an inflamed condition In the
the ground, and united at their apexes
sale by all dealers. Adv.
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar by a ridge tree. The framework so
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
set up was strengthened by two tieand was
beams and four
EUGENIC MARRIAGES
a
bottle
with
each
you get
Will Insure to this country a health- free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR- fastened together by wooden pegs.
ier and more intelligent "Family of OUS PLASTER for Highest The The bent trees or arches were placed
a distance of about 16 feet apart.
the future" and many a woman, ob- 6rup relaxes the tightness and the at
and the space included between them
viously unfit for marriage, has had plaster draws out the inflammation. was known as a "bay."
t
her health restored by the timely use It is an ideal combination for curing
These pairs of bent trees are
of Lydia E. plnkham's Vegetable Com- colds settled In the lungs. Sold by "forks" (in Latin furcae) or they were
called "gavels," or "gavel-forkpound, the most successful remedy for Central Drug Co. Adv.
(hence the word "gable"). Nowadays
female ills the world has ever known.
crucks or
they are called "croks,
Enormous quantities of roots and herbs
Important
or barn
"crutches." Thus a
are used annually in making this good
Bear In mind that Chamberlain's Is said to be "built on cottage
crucks." Where
remedy and no woman Tablets not only move the bowels but
who suffers from female ills should Improve the appetite and
strengthen
lose hope until she has tried it. Adv. the digestion. For sale
by all dealers.
d
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Women's and Children's
Hats for Half

wind-brace-

We are closing out these hats to make room for Holiday Goods.
Some people bought two and three of these Saturday they're sim-

ply irresistable
$2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$7.00
$8.00

Hats
Hats
Hats
Hats
Hat
Hats
Hats

$1.00
$2.00
$2.50

,

$3.00
$3.50
HOO

5S PER CENT

EMU'S

OF

LAND

SURFACE
EXTENT OF WAR'S AREA SHOWN
IN

STARTLING
BY LONDON

FIGURES

PAPER

Great Composer's Wife Did Not
predate Genius That World

Ap

Acknowledged.

Haydn married the sister of the
He was a little more
than twenty years old when he fell in
love with the younger daughter of a
certain Keller, a barber, who had done
much for him and been almost a father
to him. But Keller used to say:
"Haydn, you should marry my elder
daughter." Haydn obeyed, more from
duty than from love, and married Anna
Maria, the eldest daughter. He was
and she thirty-two- .
then twenty-seveIt was a most unhappy marriage;
there was not any reciprocity either of
affection or tastes between hueband
and wife. The world proclaimed Haydn
a genius, but Anna Maria thought differently; for her there was little difference between bp artist and a cobbler,
and she tranquilly used her husband's
manuscripts as curl papers for bei
hair. And her gay humor! When hei
husband was absent she wrote to him
in these pleasant terms: 'If you should
die some day or other, we have not
enough money in the house to bury
you." Or she communicated to him
this affectionate idea: "I nave seen a
pretty little house which I like very
much. Please send me 2,000 florins to
buy it, so that I may have a refuge
To the first
when I am a widow."
Haydn responded, without upsetting
himself greatly: "If I should die. take
my MSS. to the editor you will have
enough to pay my funeral expenses."
As for the house, he bought It, but
served for him as a widower.
woman he loved.

n
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PROCURING

REST

BRAIN

FOR

Physician Gives Advice to
Those Who Suffer From Lack
of Sound Sleep.

English

Manv men and women, especial!
those past their first youth, Ond diffl
culty in procuring the sound, restfu
sleep so necessary to keep mind and
tht
physically
Although
body tit.
body is tired out, the brain is as alert
as ever, and perfect oblivion is im
possible.

An English physician gives somt
interesting advice on the matter. "In
somnia," he states, "is one of the pen
alties of the increasing strain modem
Th
life throws upon our brains.
man who works with his muscles and
lives in the open air is rarely a vie
tlm of sleeplessness.
"The essentials for a good night's
rest are mental repose, a requisite
amount of muscular fatigue, comfort
able body heat, and plenty of ven
tilation.
"The most difficult to secure it
lessened brain activity. An excellent
plan Is to take a brisk
walk just before bedtime, followed bj
a hot bath and a rubdown, and then
a cup of warm milk and a biscuit oi
two as one gets into bed.
"If in addition, the mind be fo
cussed on some pleasant but not ex
citing topic, a night's rest is assured
to all but the most chronic sufferer.
"The type in which the sleeper sud
denly awakes an hour or so after hav
ing fallen asleep usually means thai
more outdoor muscular exercise it
required."
half-hour'- s

m

Inhabitants'
over 9 per cent are at war. The only
neutral regions axe the Italian and
JSpaish cjoloniesi aad the native
states of Abyssina and Liberia.
Curiouslz enough Australasia and
Oceania, although the most remote
from the primary zone of hostilities
have the highest percentage of belligerency of any of the continental di
visions of the earth, over 95 per cent
in area, and' 94 per cent in population
South America occupies the happi
est position of all. Out of an area of
over 7,500,000 square miles and ai pop
ulation of about 52,500,000 only 128,- 500 square miles of territory and
human beings are subject to any
of the combatants.
The percentage of area is less than
2 and of population less than 1.
Thus the continent whose very
name was formerly regarded as de
noting the most favorable soil on
earth for the germinatton of wars has,
strangely enough, the distinction of
being almost entirely at peace, while
more than half of the world is at war.
000

PAPERS

MSS. CURL

HAYDN'S

of the 137,000,000

London, Nov. 23 With the addition of Turkey to the ranks of the
belligerents the area of hostilities has
been extended to approximate 58 per
cent of the Kind surface of the globe,
and about 58 per cent of the total
population of the earth, must be class
ed as technically belligerent, says the
London Dally Chronicle.
In round numbers, out of a total land
surface of 51,500,000 square miles (excluding the uninhabitable regions In
the Arctic and Antarctic) 30,000,000
snuare miles Is occuplel by the 11
Slate of Ohio, City of Toledo,
belligerent powers, and about 1,000,- Lucas County, ss.
000,000 of the 1,800,000,000 human beFrank
J. Cheney makes satn that
ings on earth are directly involved In
he is senior partner of the firm of P
the great war.
J. Cheney and Co., doinf business in
Apportioning the area and popula
the City of Toledo, county and state
ween
the
two
tion
opposing groups
It will be found that there Is a vast aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
t!m sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLpreponderance of both on the side of
LARS for each, and every case of ca- Britain and her allies, which own
square miles and have about tatrh that cannot be cured by the use
40,00O,00O
people under their rule, of HALL'3 CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
against the 2,000,000 square miles and
Sworn to before me and subscribed
100,000,000 to the credit of Germany,
in my presence, this 6th, day of De
Austria-Hungar- y
and Turkey.
If the affected areas are analyzed cember, A. D. 1886.
A. W, GLEASON.
(Seal)
by continents It will be found that In
Notary Public.
Europe 3,040,000 Square miles Out of
a total area of 3,850,000 and 380,000,-00- 0 Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- people out of 475,000,000 or near- milly and acta directly upon the blood
80
ly
per cent In both eases are at and mucous surfaces of the system.
S'.nd for testimonials, free.
war.
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
In Asia the belligerent area amounts
to 9,300,000 square miles (leaving out Sold by all druggists, 75c.
of account the interior of Arabia a Take Hall's Family pills for
Adv.
political no man's land of about a mil-- !
lion Bquar miles), the total area of
POULTRYMEN AT ST. LOUIS
the continent being about 16,500,000
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 23. The
equate miles. Hence over 56 per cent
Is at war. Of the population of Asia ond
annual poultry show of the
out of 980,000,000 say Missouri State Poultry association will
475,000,000
40', per cent must be classed as open tomorrow in the Coliseum and
1i!!hTi-Plit- .
will continue until Saturday.
The
Africa is, proportionately, even poultry men have gathered here from
wore affected than Europe. About many places, and the display of birds
J 9,500,000
square miles out of 11,700,-C0O- - will be the best ever shown in this
nearly 9 per cent and 125.000,- - section, the officials declare. Chicken
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New Bird of Prey,

Wirral gamekeeper a little while
his
ago was feeding
young wild ducks when an aviator
bound for Parkgate, passed over at
no great height. Away went the flap
pers in all directions, quacking in
terror, the younger and feebler ones
scuttling to the hedges and those
which could fly making for the river
When the aeroplane had passed and
the field was quiet again some forty
birds straggled back, but three days
later there were still as many miss
ing. The downy duckling, just out ol
the egg, dives or seeks shelter In
stinctively when the shadow of a large
bird, a hawk or a heron, passes Its
pool, and no doubt these ducks
thought that some gigantic and noisy
bird of prey was swooping upon them
That gamekeeper does not like aero
planes. Manchester Guardian.
A

hand-reare-

350,-00-

.

JJ.

EverHearofaFuneralPyreSavingaMan'sLife?

This was intended to be a funeral pyre.
But it did two inconsistent things. First

Saved

Alan Law's life instead of taking it. SecondKept
a woman's heart from breaking.
A way you can find out "how" read the story.

TheTrey O'Hearts
By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

Author of The Fortune Hunter The Block Bag
The Lone Wolf Etc

We have secured publication rights on this extraordinary
story and you and your friends will want to

Picture-Pla- y

read every word of it. Be sure to get the opening installment

Old "Teapot Hall."
tbe trees are straight, the pairs ar
called "couples of siles," and there ar
other local designations. The only ex
ample of this earliest type given bj
Mr. Addy is "Teapot Hall," Dalderby
or Scrivelsby, Lincolnshire.
In this case the angle timbers, like
the poles of a Whymper tent, ar
straight, so that even hero we lack a
perfect example of the type Mr. 'Addy
says is common.
Out of this most rudimentary type,
says Mr. Addy, "the next evolutionary
step was to make the walls . .
straight (i. e., vertical), while still re
taining the original construction. .
The change was accomplished in the
following way: The ends of the tiebeams which braced the 'crucks' together were lengthened outwardly, so
that the
became equal in
length to the" width of the cottage.
"Upon the tops, or at the ends, of these
extended
beams,
long
known as 'pans' (Yorkshire) or 'pons'
(Lancashire), were laid, and then the
rafters were laid between the 'pans'
and the ridge tree. Finally a side
wall was built (on each side) from tbe
ground as far upward as the 'pan,' so
that the 'pan rested on the top of this

A

Jar Opener.
hint to housewives:

Old scissors

make
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ou will like their positive actiom
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
Stir the liver to healthy activity ani
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
WOMEN ARE DRINKING
Iondon, November 23. The matter
of drinking among women,
as well
as the custom of treating recruits by
admiring public, is strongly engaging
the attention of the authorities in
London and the provinces. While the
closing hours of public houses have
been made earlier throughout England, other measures are discussed.
One is that women be barred from
the public), houses altogether,, gince
many of them have more money to
spend while their husbands are away
at the war. Another proposal Is to
exclude women from the drinking
places in the morning.
Nina Boyle who is at the head o?
the political and militant department
of the Women's Freedom
league,
r
makes and indignant protest in a
to the prime minister's secretary.
"It is my duty to warn you that
these repeated attacks on our liberties are provoking the deepest- indignation among men and women alike,"
says her letter. Miss Boylo also'
wrote :
"May I point out to you
"That the allowances paid to women are their own money,
and that
they have the same right to spend
their money as they like as men
have.
"That no attempt, apparently, Is being engineered to regulate the allowance of, soldiers and sailors, many of
whom, according to information supplied me, are spending the money paid
them by the government on drink and
immoral women without restraint.
"That there has been no increase
in drinking among women since the
outbreak of war at all proportionate
to the increase of drinking among
men.
"The probable reason for the statement that more women are drinking
now is that at the present time public
houses are thronged with male customers of whom an enormous number are men in uniform that women cannot gain access to the premises and are served outside, where
naturally they are more conspicuous."
let-.te-

WON'T

MIX

Bad Food and Good Health Won't Minx

The human stomach stands much
abuse but it won't return good health
if you give it bad food.
If you feed right yould should feel
right, for proper food and good mind
is the sure road to health.
"A year ago I became much alarmed
about my health' for I began to suffer
after each meal no matter how little I
ate," says a Denver woman.
"I lost my appetite and the very
thought of food grew distasteful, with
the result that I was not nourished and
got weak and thin.
"My home cares were very heavy,
for beside a large family of my own
I have also to look cut for an aged
mother. There was no one to shoulder my household burdens, and come
what might I must bear them, and
this thought nearly drove me frantio
when I realized that my health was
breaking down.
T read an article In the paper about
some one with trouble like nine being
food and acting
helped by Grape-Nut- s
on this suggestion I gave Urape-Nut- s
a trial. The first dish of this delicious
food proved that I had struck the right
thing.
"My uncomfortable feelings in stomach disappeared as if by magics and in
an Incredibly short space rf time I
was again myself. Since then I have
gained 12 pounds in weight through a
summer of hard work and realize t
am a very different woman, all due to
Nam
the splendid food, Grape-Nuts.- "
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,

a very serviceable fruit jai
opener. Anyone who has struggled
with the obstinate top of a fruit Jat
will appreciate any little aid to the
opening process, and here Is one: Take
an old pair of scissors and grind the
broken ends concave, so as to fit the
side of the Jar top when the scissors
are open. Then bore holes near the
end of each ground prong. A stout
piece of wire should then be inserted
In the holes and fastened securely ec
wall."
Some of the early English grave that it will just reach around the Jai
stones erected over the ashes of burnt top when the scissors are held open
burials were evidently Intended to rep- Now, by pressing the shears together,
resent houses. One of the models the wire will take a death grip on the
cover, so that it is easily
obviously imitates the simplest type oi fruit-ja- r
cottage, the one with the bent forks removed. The device also comes In
rising directly from the ground. An- handily In the canning season,- when
other incorporates the second type, the housewife wants to screw her tops
where the side walls have been made down, firmly.
vertical. The third shows a more
elaborate half timber building with
"
Detects Llwteners.
decorative patterns modeled or painted
A motor-drivetelltale device fot
on the surface of the filling in the
telephones has been patentmanner described by Tacitus as em- party-linwhich will give conversing parties
ployed by the Germans of his time ed,
Under these little models were the the location of any subscriber who
may "listen in" while they are using
pans containing the ashes.
Mich.
the line.
The rising receiver hook at the in
Read the famous little book, "The
"Movies" an Aid to Suffragettes.
motor-driveRoad to Wellville," in pkgs. "There's
St. Louis. Suffragettes whb ar terloping station starts a
too timid to make public speechef signal wheel which gives the code of a Reason."
the station attempting to use the line
may have them photographed and
Ever read the above letter? A new
Vic
The motor cannot he stnimod
placed before the voters by th
aPPear from tIme. to t,me- - The'
!0ne
circuits
until
is
the
interrupted
signal
"movie" machine.
are
true and full of humarr
genuine,
completed.
Interest. Adv.
tie-bea-

e

twenty-sec-

PRISONERS MUST WORK
Bordeaux, Nov. 23. How to find
something for the German prisoners
of war to do la a question which is
preoccupying the French government.
There are now about 100,000 men interned in various towns in southern
and western France. Many of them
belong to some skilled trade, but to
employ them at their own craft would
aggravate the situation of Frencli unemployed and give rise to protests
from trade unions, n has been decided to use a' large number of prisoners as dock laborers in various
ports, loading and unloading ships of
commerce, in place of local men serving with the army, ft"! Khun
p?
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Thus its activities are
confined to roads- although the
largely
ARMY
battery itself must go cross lots by
field and stream to take positions
against an approaching hostile force.
General Crozier, chief of the army
ordnance bureau, designed a motor
out
battery wagon which was tried
a flat failure
It
proved
in manemers.
M
for it was so heavy that it Drone
through bridges, sunk to the hubs in
soft roads and generally hampered
ROADS IN THE UNITED STATES
the
battery to which it was attacnea.
WILL NOT ACCOMMODATE
The experiment was abanoned and
MILITARY MOTORS
the ordnance bureau is no.v content
to await the results of the experiments
Washington, Nov. 23. TUe Ameri- of the quartermaster's department in
can army mule need have no fear for
army transportation
his laurels because of the great part units. Mules and horses are good
transin
gasoline motors have played
enough for American artillerymen as
portation problems of European armies yet.
in the present war. Until American
In connection with the newest
roads generally are brought up to the
siege pieces' designed for the
heavy
Gerhigh standard of the roads of
American
army it was proposed re
many, France, Belgium and other Euto
experiment with European
cently
ropean countries, the army mule will
traction engines. Arrangegasoline
for
determine through his capacity
ments were under way for the imporhauling, the limitation of operations tation of one of these at the time the
for American military forces.
European war broke out. Now every
Only one branch or the United engine of that character has been
States army is giving serious atten- turned to actual use abroad and in
tions to motor traction. In the quar stead of
importing automobiles or mo
termaster's department experiments tor trucks, the United States is shipare being made, particularly along the
them abroad for the use of arTexas border, with handling supplies ping
there.
mies
in motor trucks. Motor trucks are in
In
ways, army officers 'believe,
many
general use, of course, about army the present war will have little effect
posts and wherever good roads are 'on the development of American mili
available; hut when maneuvers take
transportation equipment. The arthe columns into the field, and the tary
of Germany, France and to some
mies
sandy or muddy country roads, where extent England are In thetlieater of
mere wheel tracks across the country
war. Transfer them to .the interior of
are the only highways, the six mule
United States and the greater
team is still master of the transpor- the
of their motor equipment and
part
tation situation.
of their heavy artillery would be
much
A few years ago it was determined
almost useless, It Is saidi They
found
to experiment with motor transportawith
would
have to be
tion as a means to Increase the radius
The
mule
transportation.
and
horse
of field artillery. The most available
German
encountered
by
difficulties
subject for this purpose was the batwho crossed the Russian bor
troops
for
the
forges
tery wagon, carrying
officers
say, were those of trans
der,
alSun repairs and horseshoeing and
roads made it impos
Poor
so the saddler's equipment. One such portation.
to move gun3 and sup
them
for
sible
wagon accompanies every battery of
Dlies as their tactical training direct
artillery In the field. It trails along
were lost wun- in the rear of the column and does not ed. Several big, guns
out having fired a shot, it is reported
because they could not be withdrawn.
The United States army employs
motorcycles to some extent for order
.orrvinsr messages. Even this Is
limited by road conditions, however,
and while suggestions for a motorcycle corps have been made, serious
attention has not been given to the
subiect as yet. A cavalry horse still
answers the purposes of the army bet
ter than any other means of eommim
ication by orderly.
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year.
reThe omission of the New Year's
is
regretceptions at the White House
ted in social circles, but the wishes
of the president and his daughter,
Miss Margaret Wilson, are to have

1!

..v.

v

tjv
4 MM. 7
mis

UJ

entertaining a nota

Washington is
ble woman painter, Mme. la Marquise
Wentworth, who painted President

' iT I

.
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OF THE W'tEK

Washington, Nov. 23. The progress
of the government's work for the
study, protection and safety of children
made necessary the enlargement or
the children's bureau, and Washington is welcoming Miss Emma O. Lundon
social
an
expert
berg of Wisconsin,
service and Dr. Grace L. Meigs of ChiJulia
cago, expert on sanitation. Miss
C. Lathrop, chief of the bureau, looks
for excellent results of the work this

sway.

Taft.
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 23. Mrs.
David Morrison, who lives an Isolated
life on a Pacific island with her hus
Am
band, has just finished a tour of
to
her
lonely
is
and
returning
erica,
home on Midway Island. Every few
months a vessel touches at the little
island "to leave supplies.

and a first) cousin of King George. He
was leading his company of the King
Royal Rigles at Ypres when a shrapnel bullet from a bursting shell struck
him and ended his life almost Instant
ly. Prince Maurice was 23 years old
and held the rank of lieutenant in
the army. He was the only prince
born in Balmoral Castle. In fact no
other prince has been born in Scotland
since 1600, when Charles I was born
In
medicine
that
There are some things
are certain and definite.
They do the at Dunfermline.
work. 8. S. 8. is one of these reliables
Prince Leopold, Prince Alexander
and l a known antidote for all blood
and
Is
harm
it
prince Maurice, all three sons of
More than that,
troubles.
less, Inr It does not hurt the stomaeh, Princess Henry, entered the service
does not affect the bones and joints, nor
Prince
doeB it alter the integrity of the nerres at the beginning of the war.
But it doessweep
through Leopold was invalided home with a
and spine.
the blood, a powerful, nearehlnp, cleansof
ing influence, remarkable for results and bullet in his knee before the death
a tremendous relief to those who gutter his brother. The queen of Spain is
the humiliation of skin eruptions.
Nearly all sickness is due to sluggish a sister of the lamented prince.
blood. And if you let f. S. 8. bathe your
system with its wonderful influence your
LITTLE UNEMPLOYMENT
nervous troubles, your wan, weary, faded,
listless, lifeless body will revive and beNov. 23. Official reports of
London,
come so renewed with the sense ot enjoythe
say that unemploygovernment
know
von
yourwill scarcely
able health
Get a bottle ment among raen Is no'v about one
self. Try S. S. 8. today.
r nv druir store.
It will nut you on
cent less than it was at the openyour feet: keep you going all day and per
to
enable you
sleep sound and restful. ing of the war.
These figures are
8. S. 8. is not a "dope," not a physic,
somewhat
surprising in view of the
but a fine, bracing, purifying medicine
one million men have
that Is sure to do you a world of good.
fact
that
nearly
It Is just what you need. R. S. S. Is volunteered their services and are un
00
Co.,
Swift
The
Specific
prepared by
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Oa., and If you are der training in the army.
troubled wilh any stubborn blood disease
Men who have not entered the ar-their medical department will ;: ::(le you
mv find little trouble now in finding
6afely to lien 1th. Write them.
work, notwithstanding the fact that
of places vacated by men
thousands
a
of
when
for
widows
there,
ships
filled by women. The gov
have
been
Chinese husiband dies his widow is
hurried forward X con
ernment
has
fammember
of
her
despised by every
construction of a new
the
for
tract
ily as a woman who has incurred the
which will give emtube,
postoffice
wrath of the Gods.
of men for a
to
thousands
A new Philanthropic club has been ployment
more.
or
Mrs.
year
formed by Chicago women, with
Daniel Munro as president. The obJAPS ARE PLEASED
ject is to raise a fund to establish a
Nov. 23 The occupation of
Tokio,
rooms
recreation
chain of rest and
Sea islands has greatly
South
the
for women in various sections of the
the Japanese. One historian
pleased
city.
claims that Ualan or Kusaie island in
was inhabited 'by
New York, Nov. 23. Miss Antoinette the East Carolines
ancient days. In the
in
the
Japanese
woman
licensed
the
Vonasek,
only
island forest, ho says,
fireman in the city, refuses to be dis- heart of the
ruins of an old casthe
seen
be
may
of
education,
charged by the board
tle
resembling closely those seen In
which fears her clothing may catch
more ancient parts of Japan. The
the
fire. She has appealed to the courts.
remnants
o? the system of fortificaAn agreement fixing the width at
it to be an exact copy
shows
tions
the extreme bottom at 66 Inches, nnd
in the early
constructed
the flounce two yards wide, has been of the type
at this
was
It
period.
made between the manufacturers and Tokugawa
warriors
that
Japanese
many
epoch
buyers of petticoats.
and publicists went to the South Seas
from the empire
Nov!
23.
The board havine been expelled
Cincinnati. O..
'on account of their adoption of Chris
of education has decided to change
the name of the old Hughes High tianity.
school to the Harriet Beecher Stowe
PETROLEUM IMPORTS LESS
school, as a memorial to the famous
Christiana, Nov. 26. Aroused by
authoress of "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
the published imputation that Norway
is engaged in smuggling petroleum
Boston, Nov. 23. Dr. Ida Scudder,
the government census
who conducts a remarkable hospital at into Germany,
has
figures showing
bureau
prepared
Vellore, in India, is a visitor here. Ev
the imports of this commodity
that
In
out
her
starts
she
ery Wednesday
and September of this
automobile, which she has fitted up during August
below corresponding
as a traveling dispensary. The sick year fell far
months in other years. According to
cross-roadher
and
at
congregate
statement the imports of petrolcoming is a great event. They hum this
eum
during August and September
bly offer one cent for her services,
were
6,172 tons, against 25,600 for the
and bouquets.
and bring garlands
tons in
When she returns at night her motor same months in 1913, 13,800
1911
7,700
and
in
tons
20,500
1912,
car is filled with flowers. Ine one
off
marked
The
1910.
in
falling
tons
30
cases
anions
day she has treated
Sep
and
in imports during August
the poor.
tember was explained by the fact that
ANCESTRY
imports during the first seven months
BATTENBERG'S
Nov. 23. The lamented had left the country with a good supLondon.
Prince Maurice of Battenberg" was Ply on hand, with a slackening de
of winter.
Queen Victoria's youngest grandchild mand upon the approach
with
favorite
and was such as great
It cost $4,389,510 to conduct 957
the queen that he passed the first few
in America last year. But the
strikes
in
her
years of his life continuously
ac- benefited
74,350 workers,
result
company.
to
the
the
to
report presented
Just a few days before the prince's cording
untimely death he wrote to a member , delegates at Philadelphia.

Hot Springs, Va., Nov. 23. Miss
Gladys Ingalls, daughter of the late
Melville E. Ingalls of the Big Four
railroad, Is To marry Frederick T.
Murhv of New York. No date has
been set. Mrs. Ingalls and her daugh
ter are recovering from the effects of
a motor accident. The late Mr. In
galls died last July, and had been
prominent in transportation affairs in
the wlddle west
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There are 7,879
Chicago,
women on the city's payroll In Chi
cago, and they draw annual salaries
totalling $9.015,Ono.
Lin, a Chinese stu
Miss
dent at the University of Illinois, re
cpntlv entertained the members of
the Women's Trade Union leacrue, in
a talk on China. Among ether remarkable things, she told of the hard- Hie-Din-

il
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an

mmer wins yon lor coiwa or fcif tie
Tan isn't
bat
powder. Don't ke mitlea. Bay Ciiooiet. It't
more wboieeoma
economical
g we besi reaull.
Kr
Cansmet
far euoenor to eour muK ana sooa.

Remarkable Cure of Croup
."Last winter when my little boy had
croup I got him a bottle of Chamber-Iain'Cough Remedy. I honestly believe it saved his life," writes Mrs.
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It cit the
phlegm and relieved his coughing
for vhat
spells. I am most grat-tfu- l
this remedy has done for him." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
s

that it was better than anything she

Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 23. A
svstematic tlot to rob Indians of Okla
homa of more than $200,000,000 worth
of coal lands at the hands of an or
ganized clique of grafters operating in
Oklahoma and Washington, Is charg
ed by Kate Barnard, state commissioner of charities of Oklahoma, in an
article In The Survey. "I am in this
fight to a finish," she writes.

Nov. 23.

of his family: "I am having the time
of my life. Don't bother tbout me.
It is like a picnic. I commandered
a chicken and cooked it with eggs.
Tell Mrs.- (The princess' cook)

Works With a Definite Pur- - .ever cooked."
Prince Maurice was the youngest
pose and Is a Known
son of Princess Henry of Battenberg
Antidote.
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Mystery!
use

Rack your brains

your logic

let judg-

ment help you guess,
:onjecture!
But if you really want
to draw back the veil of
,
mystery, see

TheTrey
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O' Hearts

not

Premiums

u

c

on
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Cigarettes'.
No premiums or coupons with Camel Cigarettes. The

cost of the tobaccos prohibits their use.
Camels, 20 for 10c, a blend of
choice quality Turkish and domestic tobaccos.
Camels are smooth and even.
They Jo not leave that cigarelty
taste, neither can they bite your

tongue or parch your throat.

your dealtt can't wpply fon. M"
one pirkam or $1.00 lor a tarfoii of Id pack'
ams (2W" cigaretlts), poslegt prepaid.
t(
smoking one patfcage, if V" d"
find CAMELS as represented, Kfim
lite olher nine packages and w
will refund jrour money.
,,r
II

'

B. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CX
WiBtton - Salem, N. C.
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la damp, chilly weather ihere is always a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT because many
people who know by experience ita
great relieving power in rheumatia
aches and pains, prepare to apply it
It at the first twfnge. Price 255c, 50
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen
tal Drug Co. Adv.
Praise of the Clayton acc and con
demnation of war as an added bur
den on the workers were two meas
ures most heartily endorsed at tha
federation convention.
When your rood does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a littla
HERBINB at bedtime. It ojens th
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and energy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Adv.

Drug Co.

InJlJ,
riffo)
L3ULl

shrilling, interesting

moving picture play of
ihe times.

(BmJ

Cost $200,000 to pro
duce the first set of films.

Intense dramatic

iction in every foot of
:he reels.
A feature" that will set

his whole community
guessing.
WOLVES

ARE HARD

TO TRAP

Snares, to Bs at All Effective, Must
Handled Only With

B

Gloves.

mm

mm

Wolves are the most difficult of all
animals to traps, and It la usually by
working upon their uncontrollable curiosity that they are most easily deceived. The "carapflre set" Is one of
the best When a man makes camp In
the forest the wolves, If there are any
near, are sure to note his whereabouts.
When he has gone they trot up to Investigate the ground, and with due
caution pick up any scraps he may
have left lying about. The "campdre
set" is made as follows: First, hollow
out an oblong hole in the ground, just
large enough to take the trap, and perhaps five inches deep. Cover the trap
with a sheet of brown paper, and over
this fill the hole with' damp earth.
Then light a fire on the top of it, and
into the fire, as it grows low, throw a
few scraps of raw meat.
Should a wolf come along to investigate the place, he is sure to scent
the cooked meat, and will start
scratching In the ashes for it, thus, of
course springing the trap.
One of the greatest difficulties in
Is to hide the aforesaid
telltale scents, so keen is their sense
of smell. Tho traps must Dever be
handled with the naked lingers. Old
gloves, soaked In oil or fat, are used,
and it is best to smoke the trap over a
"smudge" fire before setting it, and
then inclose it in a paper bag. H.
Mortimer Batten, In Wide World.
g

The Moon and Timber.
may be asked in all seriousness
how much longer the superstition will
live which ascribes to the moon an
Influence over timber? This unscientific and unprovable claim has long
held a place in the backwoods, where
people were prone to accept the teachings of tradition without much concern about cause and effect; but it
is rather late in the day now for educated people to attribute to the dead,
inert moon an influence on vegetation.
If there Is anything certain it is
thai the moon has no observable effect
oa the flow of a tree's sap or on the
characters and qualities of the wood.

It can be argued scientifically that
it cannot have, and it has been demonstrated in practice that it does not
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PAMZER BROS
New York Salesrooms

McricJen

32 Warren Street
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he also says that he is gore

have such effect. Apparently there is
some mistake la the statement that
the felling is done by moonlight, or
with regard to any phase of the moon.
Accounts of modern mahogany-logginoperations in America and Africa do
not mention that custom. In some of
the tropical regions hauling logs from
the wood is done at night because the
heat by day cannot be endured by the
men and teams. Hardwood Record.
The suffrage cause has been won
by women in 11 states; mid they are
still busy.

Ir

for GQiC?c::o

SoitiS

It

v

T'pon the motion of the Araericaa
Trust and Savings company to vacate
injunction orders in the case of Monta
I. Powell and Minnie A. Powell, voluntary bankrupts, the court ordered that
B. Ruppre, trustee, show cause at 9:30
o'clock on the morning of November
24 why the motion should not bo
granted.

The most stupendous,

'

fiiiMlif-v- !

NOT GUILTY

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 23. The
jury In the Keene case returned a
verdict at 11 o'clock Saturday night in
the United States district court, ac
quitting the defendant, Richard Prank
Keene, a wealthy ranch owner of
Grant county. The Jury was out only
a short time.
Keene went on the stand himself
and denied the story related by Dora
Jenkins, his cousin, as far as the commission of any crime against her by
him was concerned. He was accused
of paying the girl's railway fare from
Washington, D. C, to Silver City for
immoral purposes.
The defense was begun Saturday
morning and completed shortly before
6 o'clock that night.
Judge William
II. Pope announced that a night session would be held. At that time the
attorneys made their arguments and
the court delivered his charge to the

jury.
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The article is written by Robert Hun-- ,
compilation of the laws and regulations on the subject recently enacted RATON WILL HAVE
ter, the well known sociologist, and
iu 32 states.
following is an extract:
This compilation of laws emphasizes
"He was born of poor parents in a
ESTABLISHED 1879
A COUNTRY CLUB little cottage near Inverness, Scotland,
;ain the frequently made observa
tion that the average American has
on the 28th day of January, 1858. He
u abiding confidence in the possible
went to work in his tenth year, first as
Published by
value of statute law. . It also suggests THE COLFAX COUNTY SEAT WILL a grocery boy, then as assistant scul
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
lion in the kitchen of a big hotel. Lathat the laws relating to the manu
GO IN FOR THE ULTRA
(Incorporated)
while
of
us
and
poisons,
IN
ter he began his apprenticeship in a
AMUSEMENTS
facture, pale
numerous, are not effectual largely
machine ihop, and became at 19 a jour
. Editor
M. M, PADGETT...
because of the inability or unwilling
Raton's new Country club flamef into neyman machinist. He then went to
(Continued from Page One)
ness of the proper authorities to en existence as ap established Institution sea as an engineer, and for over nine
force them.
last Wednesday evening when the years sailed the seas, visiting the ports pied the territory evacuated. ,
On his occaMuch of the difficulty encountered prime movers in the new
enterprise east and west of Europe.
City is Quiet
in enforcing laws relating to poisons met in the office of M. . Smigelow sional returns to England, he rummagl.s
The
quiet, but the inhabitants
city
is duo to the fact that we have as and
perfected an. organiaztlon, says ed in the book shops and frequented are nervous and apprehensive concernEntered, fit the . ipostoffica at East
definition
yet no popularly acceptable
the Raton Range. Mr.' Smigeldw was the radical clubs of London, where he
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans
the final outcome of this transfer
for a poison- - Individuals generally elected' president and an energetic had direct from William Morris, Ber ing
States
United
mission through the
All saloons in Vera
of
authority.
so
feel that they understand what is executive committee
appointed ' to nard Shaw, John Burns and other In- Cruz remained closed today on orders
Kails as gecond class mattw.
efforts
to
but
meant by "a poison,"
formulate and carry into effect plans cialists of the early eighties their
of General Funston, and many comsatisfactorily limit this meaning have for the club'." "It "was announced at the, dictments of present society and their
mercial
establishments decided not to
be
so
is
largely
TERMS OF 8UBSCRITION
signally failed. This
lease 'had pictures of the new time. In the fall open their doors.
meeting that a five-yea- r
tne
far
that
the
cause
fact
Carrier
by
and,
of
this
to
country,
of 1886 he came
Dally, by
been signed for the use of pi',
government of Vera Cruz is not
....J .05 great amount of the material that Letton tract lying to the south, of the after drifting. about a while, settled In The turned
par Copy
over to any faction of
being
seldom
15
is
.V.
as
.
classed
he
bo
where
fVi
W;.V.
poisonous
One Week.
may
Alabama,
Miners' hospital and east of the Cath-- ' Birmingham,
Mexicans.
The
territory is belnz eva
hu.65 recognized as being a menace to
One Month
olic cemetery.
Examination 'of this Worked at his trade and joined the Inas
as the Americans
and
fast
cuated,
'
'.
7.80
life.
mari
Ons Year
tract shows an ideal location for the ternational Association of Machinists.
go out, constitutionalists are coming
evidenced
is
of
interest
Considerable
member
Mall
a
nine-holelected
was
1891
he
Dally, by
golf course which will be- In
...
...16.00 at the present time in discussions on laid out under the personal super- the first general executive board, and in.
One Year (In advance)
In
Taking
Money
Away
of
3.00
the
need
for
uniformity
editor
the
greater
Six Months (in advance)........
vision of the superintendent of, the in1895 be became the
The American army officials are
7.00 laws relating to the manufacture, sale Trinidad
One Year (In arrears)
Country club, Mr. Hugh "Machinists' Journal," which position
with them the moneys collectthat
of
or
articles
taking
.of
3.50
use
and
poisons
Six Months (In arrears)
Montgomery, who is in Raton this he has held ever since.
ed for customs and from other sourI
time
first
may contain poisons, and the desira week on this particular business. The
the
hever
forget
'I shall
bility of having the various state laws general plana of the club include not saw Wilson A' machinist working for ces of revenue. These ultimately will
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
conform in their general requirements, only a first class golf course but the the government got hold of me one go to some Mexican government which
GROWER
at least, to the corresponding require erection next spring of a club house day and carried me off to visit 'the the United States deems a proper one
$2.00
One Year
of federal laws.
the paralyzed yet to receive them.
and the laying out of tennis courts. blind yet
1.00 ments
Six Months
300 Mexicans Leave
It has been pointed out that the For the present attention will be given
Wilson.'
It was a
oDuglas
The American quartermaster depart
several state food and drug, laws while to the golf course which, according to Sunday, and I found gathered at his
(Cash in Advance for Mail
following the same pattern usually Mr. Montgomery, will be one of the house many of his labor friends, who ment has arranged to take away from
era Cruz something like iiOO Mexi
in
differ- to some extent and these dif finest because of its natural
Subscriptions.)
adapta- came to him as to a sanctuary, for
Remit by check, craft or money ferences particularly the paragraphs bility and also because of Its proxim- spiration. I had always wondered cans who did not care to be in the
der. If sent otherwise we will not relating to the labeling of prepara ity to the city. The first tee will be how anyone with his physical disabil- - city when their countrymen again
e responsible for loss.
lions have come to be a constant an 'located just south or the Miners' hos- ties should be able to do the quality came into possession.
The embarkation continued through
Specimen copies free on application. noyance to the manufactjirerj $ie Job pital,
few feet beyond the end of and the quantity of work which he
:t the morning with no nign of dis
ber, and the retailer.- - The Johber and the cement walk, thus providing th turns out, and .thia seemed more wonAT the retailer are more directly inter- unusual convenience of a walk to the derful than ever when I saw his great order. General Funston has turned
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
manufacturer
sted as! the
having very entrance of the course. When physical form huddled In bi3 chair. I ovtr to W. W. Canada, the American
EXPIRATION OF TIME
in accordance the
his
labeled
r.sul, copies of all records of the
products
PAID FOR
golfer completes his nine holes then felt the soul and the mind of the
with the federal law may ship them he will have covered a distance ap man."
liliiary administration of Vera Cruz.
but not a single department was for
into any state regardless of the spec proximately two miles, divided Into
thus
of
state
the
ial
law,
requirements
mally turned over to the constitution
INTERESTED
nine
the
links ranging in length from 200
ALFONSO
Advertisers are guaranteed
other branches of the to BOO
the
alists.
making
Alfonso
23.
;
and
circulation
dailv
The
will
Nov.
out
club
King
start
weekly
yards.
Madrid,
largest
the with an enrollment of about 50 mem
Americans to be Protected
of any newspaper in northern New trade liable in the event that
takes a deep interest in the war. He
not comply to the provisions bers.
do
seen
General
goods
he
'has
until
bed
Funston, previous to em.
to
.nver goes
Mexico,
of the local requirements.
barking, went over the situation with
the French official statement.
Greater uniformity is also desired
With the principal members of his Colonel Edmundo Martinez, who has
in connection with the laws and regu- SIGN
TELEPHONES
General Start the king works out the been m Vera .Cruz for some time as
TRUCK
POSTING
lations designed to restrict the sale
Main
Business Office.
positions of the armies on a large the personal representative of Gener
and use of poisons, and manufacturers
Main
News Department..,.
scale French ordnance survey wall al Candido Aguilar, in whose staff he
STALLED DOWN SOUTH
and dealers doing an interestate busi
map which hangs In a prominent posl is serving. Mr. Canada todav called
ness are atHe present time agitating
tion on his office wall. He discusses on Colonel Martinez, and Mr. Canada
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1911.
for the enactment of a national poison
movement eagerly and entiw exacted a promise from General Ainii
every
law which would serve to provide COLONEL SELLERS FINDS ROAD
with his generals, explain lar's agent that no Americans are., to
siastically
MARKING PARTY UPON THE
regulations for interstate traffic and
to
what he would have done he bothered in any way and that th
them
THE NOllBIAL SCHOOLS
ing
WRONG HIGHWAY
would also tend to arouse renewed
had he been in the place of the oppos-- sarety of all Americans be guaranThe Optic is justly proud of the New
interest in the nature and object of
Those who have teed. Colonel Martinez appears to be
fing commanders.
Mexico Normal University, located in
local laws and wonld possibly lead to
Albuquerque,
fNov. E3. Colonel D been present at these midnight gather. lieve that there is no cause for ap- when
this city, and it grows peeved
their more efficient enforcement.
K B. 'Seller went out on the trail
ings declare 'til at the young monarch's prenension on the par( of any foreign
the Albuquerque papers persist in cal
'
O'
to look for the sign posting criticisms are remarkably shrewd and ers.
hi
yesterday
ling the Institution "The Las Vegas
truck of the Automobile club of south show a firm grasp of the underlying
Tbe
detached
post of marines at m
Normal." One reading an article NEW BUILDINGS FOR
ern California, the arrival of which principles of modem warfare.
Tejar, where they have been guarding
containing such mention of the school
has been expected daily since the
Opinion generally regarding the the waterworka since last Anril. nf
would come to tlie conclusion that It
fore part of the week. He found it war is divided, clericals, conservatives this hour
VALISS08A
SANATORIUM
boarded a train for the run
was a strictly local Institution, The
The truck was in trouble not far from and the
or one hour into the
element
sympathizing
military
city.
Jgtate Normal School at Silver City
Los Lunas. Colonel Sellers straight with Germany,' although there aie
The long circling line of American
sets the same kind of treatment, but INSTITUTION
HAVE
WILL
RE ened out the trouble and the arrival some exceptions, such as Scnor Maura, outposts from
Vergara on the north
'the State University at Albuquerque
is expected here tomorrow.
CREATION HALL AND LIGHTthe leader of ,the conservative party, beach to a point on the south
has not, tot he knowledge of The Optic,
beach,
ING PLANT
Traveling iavF. T. Storts' automo who has declared his sympathies for began moving 'forward as soon as
the
ever been called "The Albuquerque
bile the colonel first went to Islera to France. The radicals go so far as to detachment of
El Tejara arrived at
University."
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent of seek tidings of the truck. There was advocate the intervention of Spain at txs tocos, a suburb.
Thus the line
Las Vegas takes great pride in the the Valmora industrial
sanatorium, no word there, and the car went on to flie side of France, while the republi became shortened and then beuan a
Normal and likes to have its name announced
today that the Institution Peralta, where no more information cans are in favor of a benevolent neu- o needing movement directly across
coupled with that of the school, but is to have in the near future a new was obtained. The car proceeded to trality.
tne city until the line of Americans
it resents what looks like a deliberate recreation hall, a modern dairy barn, Los Lunas and there Colonel Sellers
came
to a stop along the Francisco
effort to belittle the institution's im- an electric
lighting plant and numer- was informed that the truck had left
canal
Clnco de Mayo street, run
and
beto
portance by leading the public
ous other improvements,. This is di Thursday noon to go to Isleta eight FATAL STABBING
AT
ning at right angles to the canal.
lieve it is a local and not a state nordue to a recent visit to the in- miles distant.
Only two blocks behind was the ad
mal. The Optic would like to see the rectly
Then the colonel went scouting in
.
stitution of
H, Scott, of Carson.
vance line of the constitutionalists,
DE
PUERTO
LUNA
two normal schools of the state menPIrie, Scott and Company of Chicago, earnest and at 2 o'olock he found the
closing in as the Americans withdrew,
tioned in the press., 'by their proper one of
the laree firms that sutmorts truck on the mTong road three miles
but
holding a distance of about
titles.
.,..i;j jt the Institution. Mr. Scott jipoked the out from Ixts Lunas, It wa& up a sand DISTRICT ATTORNEY WARP IS two always
blocks. .As the Americans came
o
hill
about
as
as
the Barttett
high
place over and was pleased with it
NOTIFIED OF A WEEK
in they picked up the provost
guards,
building and about as solid as a pile
1'ASS THE PLATE FOK THE and the work It is doing. The needs of
END TRAGEDY
who had been patrolling the city as
flour.
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posting
out
institution
of
the
by
pointed
BELGIANS
usual, and also men who bad been
spent 23 hours going 100 feet and in
Dr. Brown.
On
a
man
posted on. tall buildings to watch for
the
night
Saturday
by
In response to the appeal of Mr.
the wrong direction at that. The
Shortly after Mr. Scott's return to
Henry Clews, tha New York banker, Chicago he wrote the superintendent colonel showed the sign posters how name of Pablo Gutierrez stabbed and snipers. These men joined the ranks.
to get out of the hole they were in fatally wounded . Pedro Pacheco at and together the force moved forward
1,200 heads of families, boarding
informing him that means fcr provid
houses and hotels have undertaken to
The colonel said that they probably Puerto de Luua. ," District Attorney toward the waterfront where the em
ing the improvements had been deW. G. .Ward was notified yes barkation began at 11 o'clock;
jass the plate before dinner Thanks vised. Dr. Brown will leave Saturday turned and will reach Isleta today. Charles
No Ceremony on Shore
He was unable
by
From
terday
telephone.
in
of
stricken
aid
here
to
Belgians, for Chicago, where he will take a
giving day
go to
they are expected
part Los
There were no flags to lowe. nor
to get the details of the affair,; Ac"We are requested by the dollar ChristLunas
and
the
route
bridge
sign
in the selection of plans. When the
from there.
mas fund which is backed by a com electric
cording to the story received, Pa was there any ceremony of any kind
lighting plant is installed, it
checo and Gutierrez had been ; cele- on shore. The American flaes that
mittee of prominent American citi is
were
to
They
from
detour
impelled
to purchase a motion pic
end of the week' in a came down at retreat last night were
zens to publish this fact and to in tureproposed
with which a program their originaJ route at the Los - Lunas brating ;the
machine,
Both
As each
men, it is said, were not raised this morning.
spree.
of our readers to will be
vite the1
because
structure
the
not
bridge
is
given once each wfek .
received her allotment. of
drunks.
into
transport,
ensure a great success. All collec The Valmora
aiv
for
got
fighting
They
in
so
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and
heavy
enough
'truck,
institution' now Is
tions made Thanksgiving day 6hould
;
6a the wrong road.
guraent ana began quarreling. Soon pxeh,, she shipped her; cables and
46 patients and is full
to got
housing
knives were drawn. Finally GuUerrea propped out into the channel. Here
1)0 sent to Henry Clews, Broad street,
r
The
crew
wasn't
truck
dis
a
bit
capacity, according to Dr. Brown. It
stabbed the other man in the stomach, they formed in two lines through
;New York and the total will be added is
colonel
said.'?
the
real
couraged,
They
maintained by several Chicago firms
' which, ''later, the Cristobal, with
ize that Ik a short 'time the Camino wounding him fatally
to other funds to be applied In the for the exclusive
use of their emrelief of Innocegt children, distressed
Real will- be finished to Belen and that
Pacheco died yesterday morning. General Funston and hl headquarters
ployes who fall victims of the white
traffic will find: it easy to go from Gutierrez- has been arrested b
the staff on board, passed in review of
Belgian women and aged Belgian
men. All the money contributed will plague.
there to Becker. For the present, an sheriff of Guadalupe county, and will the American forces.
toists will continue to cross the mesa be held until Assistant District Attor
he sont to relief headquarters without
ACCUSED OF FRAUD
'
to reach Becker,
.deduction. Friends desirous of securney Chester Hunker can get to the
.
Captain Must Explain
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 23. Lino Ponauthorized
use
and make an investigation. Huncollecting cards for
ing
spot
Nov. 23. Major Gen
Washington,
ce was held here today pending his
Jjetween Thanksgiving day and Christwill go to Puerto de Luna tomor eral George Barnett, commandant of
ker
on
habeas corpus
mas are invited to apply to the secre- request for release
row afternoon,
the marine corps, under instructions
and the request of Memphis officials
CURRENT MAGAZINES
tary of the fund, Percy Bullen, 66
from Secretary Daniels, today called
Uroad way, New York. Ia closing his that he be extradited to Tennessee,
AMUSEMENT PARK DAMAGED
upon Captain Walker N. Hill, in Bos
where
Mexican
of
quantities
bogus
appeal to American sympathy in f
At about 5:30 o'clock last evening ton,r to ascertain wheth
ef the people without a country currency have been circulated. Many Able Editor who Is Both Blind and the E. Romero Hose and Fire com reports were accurate Whichju Vliriu
ouoted
cases
come
similar
have
up here since,
"?r. Clews nays: "To pity distress is
Paralized
pany responded to a call from Amuse Captain Hill as saying Mexicans prothe
issuance
of
the
constitutionalist
lit human; to relieve It is godlike."
In the "Interesting People" depart ment park on Hot Springs boulevard. bably would be burning and
looting
flat paper currency, but fu no case
o-have convictions occurred, there bo ment of the December American Mag The grass and weeds had In some Vera Cruz before nightfall if the
azine appears a picture and sketch of manner been set on fire and had burn American forces left there today..
f
J A
S VLE OF FOISONS
ng no statute covering th? case di
D. Douglas Wilson, editor of one of ed to the fence on the. east side, next
Captain Hill also was requested to
rectly.
In ihn health reports issued by
the most Instructive and worth while the river. The fence had been set explain fully jus
hat he did say, if
i
i it,blje health service
labor journals' of today.
He is the alight by the burning grass. The flame anything, concerning the situation at
r nusioti and digest
3 a '
Important
dean of American labor editors and is was too far from a hydrant to admit Vera Cruz, where he
commanded a
.
i
Jy cm t '1 trtata laws regulat-- t Pear in mind that Chamberlain's able to carry on his work desplfe a of water being directed on the blaze. company of marines
during the Ameri p
v on, mo, gale and mnn-- i imeis not oniy movo tne Doweis tut j terrible physical handicap for he Is The firemen set, to work to beat out ican
occupation.
iuic of po wia and
improve the appetite and strengthen Ji,ot wind and paralized. His wife is the flames with their coats. At about
ilh them are presented a the digestion. For sale by all dealers
tiroes.
ys pvps and hands and" inspiration. 7 o'clock the blaze 'was extinguished. Subscribe for The Optic.
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PLOT TO; DELIVER
STERLING

leave vera

CITY TO REBELS

CRUZ

TAILS

Etruscan

(Continued from Page One)

popular patterns iu Gorham

G--

table silver-

ware stands with

fr

friendly to General,: Villas "f ,
Fearing that communication 'eastward to Vera Cruz, may be interrupted the Brazilian emoassy and American Consul Sillmari' are arranging to
get in touch with Mr. Carothers, who
now is a hundred miles north of
Queretaro, so that dispatches may he
forwarded to the state department
through Villa's line of communication
to El Paso.
:

:

thebestproducts
of the Middle
Georgian Period.
The designers of
that time were
strongly impressed with pure
Greek and Roman
forms, invariably
avoiding the rococo, the fantastic and the ornate.
This new Gorham

pattern, modeled

upon these standards, attracts by

PARDON
BY

.

...............

1

classic

its

WAS OBTAINED

and Georgian
dining rooms.

ater- ss iviaae inouver

INVESTIGATION OF RELEASE OF
ALBERT PATRICK IS IN
PROGRESS

ng
only, and
stamped
with the

.

Mi

Trade
rk

Ma

district

Attorney Whitman today began an investi-

gation of all circumstances attendant
upon the granting of a pardon on November 27, 1912, by John A. pix, governor of New York, to Albert T. Pat
ricks, serving a life sentence, at Sing
Sing for the murder or William Marsh
" "?'"'
Rice.
i..
The investigation was begun after
two affidavits had been filed with the
ttlstrict' atterney concerning published
statements to the effect that Joseph
Walker, Jr., a Wall street banker, had
offered to obtain "Walker's pardon if
John T. Milliken of Bt. Louis, Patrick's brother-in-law- ,
would join blm
In a mining deal. Tbe affidavits filed
were made by George C. Goodrich and
wife, Mrs. Anna S. Goodricb, and re
lated their version of what transpireo
at a meeting here among themselves
and Mr. Milliken on March 23, 1912.
Inasmuch as th statute of limita
tions would have become operative in
three days, Assistant District Attorney
Delehanty, who was placed in charge
of the Investigation, was Instructed to
)use all possible expedition.:

1

i

and
letter (ft

Which insures

quality and

purity of design.

TAUPERT

y

fi

JEWELER
Las Vegas

1

i

to Yz
opening, which ranged from
cent lower, was followed by a
continued sag. Closing prices were
steady at a net loss of Y4 to
Seaboard demand helped to steady
oats. The market, nevertheless, displayed sympathy with the downward
course of other cereals.
Provisions were firm, in line with
the hog market. The closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 1.15; May
Corn, Dec.
..Oats, Dec.

'Pork, Jan.
Lard, Jan.
- Ribs, Jan.

MARKETS

es-

pecially a ppropri-at- e
to Colonial

1LLEGAU1ETII0DS?

iNew York, Nqv. 23.

sim-

plicity and' is

;

-

the

One of

e

;

fT

KANSAS

l.Ui

May 70.
May
$18.53; May ?1S.97.
$10; May $10.17.
$9.92; May $10.20.
Bt
CITY LVE STOCK

65;
49;

53.

-

KANSAS

CITVlMVE STOCK
J2f. Wheat showed
Nov
Chicago,
considerable heaviness today, influen
ced by an official report that the Kansas crop was the largest on record.
After opening
to
cent lower, the
market suffered a Blight further de
cline. The close was strong
to
cent net higher.
Hedging sales weakened corn. The

siV

The

,

Kansas City, November 23. Hogs,
receipts 20,000. Market lower. Bulk
$7.507.75; heavy $7.507.70; pigs

f.507.25.

Cattle, receipts 26,000. Market lower. Prime fed steers $1010.85; western steers $79.50; calves $6.50
10.50.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market lower.
Lambs $7.508.85; yearlings $6.25
7.50.

Store - or Quality'

E.LasVegas.

M.Mf

Now's the Tlme
To Plan
Your Holiday
Season Presents
, And

-

--

;

Make This Store

Your Headquarters lor

-

be-V'-

X

kj

SPECIAL

'.;':'

if

habit-formin-

-

FOR EfONDAY

7Sa

Q&O

Boys' and Men's Winter Caps,"
new novelty fabrics and styles.

Each

"'

AND TUESDAY

"'.-"-

Women's White Fleeced
and Drawers, all
Each

Under-vest-

s

size.

"

WOMEN'S GINGHAM HOUSE DRESSES
Worth $1.75 and 52.00 for $1.39
New and
wash gingham.

Dresses that are sure to please

34

to

40

best
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Overcoats
won- -

.

I

T. B. Griffith of Mora was hera on
...
.,, .business today.
2
Ed Neekar came in last night from
i

'

;h!"Trlniddd, Cola :
.,:
Herman Kraumb came in last night
from El JPorvenir.
W. D. plowders, Jr., of Santa Fe
'
came In yesterday.
J. K. Blair of Albuquerque was here
on business matters today.
W. B. Bancroft of Trinidad came in
yesterday for a ehort stay.
Mrs. Gordon arrived yesterday from
Maxwell for a brief visit,
J. D. Dann of Cimarron came into
l;ftwi yesterday for a brief visit.
Gabriel Pacheco and family were
visiting in Las Vegas over the weekend.
linden Duthle arrived last night
from his home at Onava. on a business
trip.
)j is
Mre(. pus Niswanger ahfl) children
returned l&Bt nlgM from, a visit to the
,

east

Chris Peterson, a rancher from
Maes, was in town this morning on
'
business.
3. Ramsey and J. E. Potter of Hol- hrook, Ariz., were here on business
this morning.
Marlon Nohr, a rancher from the
neighboring country, was in town, to,
day on business.
Mas Rivera of Guadaluplta, K. M.,
was in towa this morning to look
after personal' affairs.
O. B. Holder, who has been employed in the office of the Investment and
Agency corporation, left this morning
for Alabama. Mr. Holder is not intending to return to Las- Vegas.

J. M, Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

Men and Boys
Your overcoat is

National Ave

matter

af

Ed, Borghelt came in last night from
Sapello. Mr. Borghelt is a rancher
in that district,
Clarence Iden of Gross, Kelly &
Company, left last night for Albuquer.
.
que on business.
Enrique, Sena, editor of El Eco Del
Norte of Mora, waa a business visitor
,,
,,,,
here this morning.
Temetrio Quintana, a notary public of Ledous, N. M was here on business this morning.
W. G, Smith came into town yesterday from his home at Pecos. Mr.
Smith is a rancher.
J. F. Brown, a lawyer of Albuquerque, was in Las Vegas today to attend
to professional affairs.
Mrs. E. J, Weinhelmer arrivedRaton. She will spend
a.feWfdayg in Las Vegas.
..,vEd win Rosenthal and Max Ilfeld left
today for Albuquerque. They will be
in the Duke City, visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Stern.
Mr. and Mrs; S. B. Rohrer left today for Fort Wayne,; .Jnd0,,ytpsr. Rohrer will undergo an. operation at' that
place and will then go to Tucson,
Ariz., .where the Rohrera will reside.
.Mrs. Nellie Hughes left today for
Mrs. Hughes la the sister
Chicago.
of Mrs. J. R. Clevenger. 'She came
from her home, in Chicago to attend
the funerals of Madeline and Louis
Clevenger, her niece and nephew.
Ed Mossimann left last night for
his home at the head of the Sapello
river.. Mr. Mossimann is in attendance at the New, Mexico Normal University and is taking advantage of
the Thanksgiving vacation to visit
his family. ,.
'.B Kraftleft today for Albuquerque.
Mr. Kraft is the New
Mexico and
Arizona representative of the Union
Central Life Insurance company. He
-

..

the

ric,

Model and

Be
fab-

over the

shoulder and around the, collar.
You

can't

make, a mistake in

any of" these

-

poftits

choose a Hart Shaffner
AT

If

you

& ,Marx

S. M. Rudolph, a mill owner of Mora, was in town over the week md.:
Thomas Earl of the Upper Gallinas
came into town yesterday on it busi'
.
ness visit.
Mrs. Erie Choate, Miss Ivy Snyman
and Robert Snyman drove down from
Watrous on Saturday in their automo-

bile.

has made a successful stay here from
a business standpoint and has become
popular socially. He expects to rea few
turn, to Las Vegas within
months.
Walter Cayot, Isaac Bacharach, David Coles, "Bill" Anderson, and J. D.
Quinn, went hunting in the direction
of Onava yesterday. The party trav
eled in Cayot's car. They had a fairly'
good day, and outside of four breakdowns, enjoyed an uneventful return.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hart will enjoy
Thanksgiving 'dinner at the home of
Judge and Mrs. Clarence J. Roberts
of Santa! Fe, where a number of other
Ratonites have been invited to the
same repast. Mm Hart will not return to Las Vegas until the following
Sunday night

Mrs. F. B. Lord
today for a short
'

went
visit

VV.

,

split-secon- d.

jrv

in
The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

is purposely made to give you all the bene- .
r.z .i i
3
tom a. Marshall
lies or tne
mgnesi graae smoKe. ii is mauc
.. ...Jrom the very, finest tobacco
.7?utr is unquestionKentucky
.
SWeet
and
OWS
the
mild' Old
acme
x
of perfection isinok-,aily
Hpe.. mellOW,
gf
ing Tuxedoi makes life eer Burlcy, aged right up to perfection-day- .
worth living.
.
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f
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1 lien ireaieu vy 111c
ungmai 1 uacuu i
Ah (J,
which' takes out the sting, makes
.1

r

Tuxedo smoke cool

'

j
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Cary left today for Los Ana business trip.
geles
C N. Sparks came in this morning
from his ranch at Rociada.
Mrs. M. L. Cooley left today for
Excelsior Springs, Mo., for a visit.
Sidney Hegensberg left today for
Albuquerque on a business trip.
Dr, W, T. Brown of Watrous came
Into town this afternoon on business.
Mrs. Alice Eagle arrived yesterday
from Colinor, N. M. She left this
For Fall and Winter should be
morning for Albuquerque.
It. L. Parker, representing the H. D.
ordered now.
Field Safe company of San liego, Cal.,
was in town on business this' morning.
We have a complete tin of forH, D. Burrall, superintendent of the
eign and domestic suitings, comgovernment nursery in the .Gallinas
canyon, was here on business matters
prising sjj'h latest weaves, and
yesterday.
H. E. Hagelberg of the Charles Ilat right prices.
feld company, returned to Las Vegas
this afternon from the northern part
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
of the state.
receive special care.
Lorenzo Delgado, returned last night
from Denver, where he has heen for
the past week. Mr. Delgado is the
clerk of San Miguel county.
Miss Sippie Davidson returned yesterday to .ijepver. Miss Davidson is
connected with the National Jewish
Hospital for Consumptives at Denver.
iS. L. Barker, who is jusly famed in
this city for his excellent vegetables,
arrived from his ranch at Beulah this
morning, with 2,440 pounds of cab of the American relief commission;
bages, carrots and every other kind Lieutenant Commander .. Walter R.
of fresh "eats."
Gherardi, American naval attache at
Berlin; Soren Listo, American consul
AUTO STAGE
general at Rotterdam, and Captain SuAutomobile stage line to Mora tri- therland, American military attache
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- at The Hague. Mr. Llsto extended
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a. the official welcome, and Maurice M.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave Langhorne, secretary of the American
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p. legation to The Netherlands, who repm. Fare for round trip, ?&; one way, resented the absent American Minis
$3. Round trip tickets good for one ter, Dr. Henry Van Dyke, made an
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
An expression of thanks to the Am
new- erican
in
the
cards
calling
Engraved
j
people on behalf of his coun
est types. See them at The Optic
trymen, was made by a prominent Bel
gian. In the afternoon the Americans
were entertained by the burgomaster
'
The Brlttauic Kinemagraph com- of Rotterdam.
pany, passed through Las Vegas yesThe Rockefeller commission hurried
terday bound for California. This several tons of salt to Brussels, some
company is a moving picture outfit of the refugees there having heen
from Liverpool, England. It was ac- without salt for two months.
companied by what looked like a
Will Do More Work
walking menagerie, as several camels,
of
lions, tigers and other varieties
London, Nov. 23. The relief work
household pets occupied the side door of the Rockefeller foundation in AusPullmans. The company is contem- tria, Servia and France and Boms secplating taking several pictures of tions of Russia will he undertaken at
American life on American soil, hut it once. Dr. Wlckliffe Rose, head of the
Is not clear what part of the American Rockefeller commission, Bald today
Institutions the animals are going to that he and his associates would soon
portray.
visit these countries, where the needs
of the eople perhaps are as great as
In Belgium, although less: has been
BELIEF
FOf
heard of the oondJtlonS there. It is
the purpose of the Rockefeller com
PEOPLE mission, Df. Rose explained, to dis
THE
cover the localities in . which the
needs' of the people are srreatest, re-BELGIANS ARE GIVEN PLENTY TO
O. M.

on
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YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

lit

a.
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1

Famout green tin with golJ lot- U,ir.g, carved to fit th pocket

c:lbe:it

tlie celebrated trapsbooter

coolest, most fragrant,
most pleasant tobacco in my exTuxedo.
Leads In
perience
mildness and purity."

If,
IL

.

Cnovenient pouch, inner - lined
.
with moisture-proo- f
paper

"The

0

In
THE

data Humidor
AMERICAN

SOc and 90c

TOBACCO

EAT THROUGH ROCKEFEL-FEFOUNDATION

fHui

COMPANY

ON

-

DEPOSITS.

'I..

Treasurer
I.-

i

to Santa Fe

gardless of the country, and send re The Times decided after a hundred!
lief immediately.
years that the union was a good thins
to recognize.
A hundred-yea- r
strike has Just ended in London. The printing pressmen
of the London Times1 in 1814 struck
WANTED Clean cotton rags ae
J:
when" steam presses were Installed this office.

ONE-STE- P

:

HALF AND HALF

LAME DUCK

MAXIXE
FOX TROT

HESITATION
FOR NOVEMBER
SIX LESSONS

ONLY

$4.00 OR $8.00 PER COUPLE

ALL THE LATEST STEPS

F. B. Hall

MRS. O'BRIEN y

LEVIS

FRESH FROM THE SUN KISSED

w

VALLEY OF THE MOON'
ORCHARD

Cluster

CURED

IFLadsIfis

AT PRODUCERS PRICES

Glean

Sweet

Five

Healthful

Luscious

Foind Box

Delivered to your home, all charges
;

prepaid

j

rie

Dollar

?

Cut the high cost of living. Money cheerfully refunded if not the most
delicious raisins you ever tasted. Packed in special air tight receptacle.
Guaranteed to retain their natural flavor and original freshness.

FREE
r

A hook of receipts, entitled "DAINTY

RAISIN DISHES,"
will he sent free of charge with evegr order. Slip a dollar bill and send It on today. We take the chance.
Stamps accepted. Catalogue of prices on other dried
fruits sent; on request.
..
;.
:
...

do

it 'NOW.';"'.':-- ;

'EXCHANGE

;: RAISIN--PRODUCER-

BOX 7

"'

Ol

BERKELEY. CALIFORJ4IA

R

Rotterdam, Nov. 23 (via London).
The cargo of provisions for the destitute people of Belgium, sent hy the
Rockefeller Foundation on the steamer Maasapequa, was unloaded here today and Is now on the way to Belgium. Before the ship had made fast,
500 stevedores swarmed aboard. They
unloaded the cargo with speed which
perhaps was never before squalled at
this port.
The stevedores fought for the cov
eted privilege of helping in the work
which carried with it the right to use
a pass marked "Member American
Commission," the process of unloading being watched by a large crowd
in which were children, T. F. Lucy
--

MO Kb

ON THE

,

MM

iuu-ess- ,"

imitators; none has ever
equalled it in sheer quality, and smoking-valu-

.

AilVES

'

1

--

..President

Vice-Preside-nt

TAILOR

abso-lutel-

Tuxedo has had many

BANK

...

INTEREST PAID

.

J.

GSO,GOO.OO

OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

GREEHGER'S

crack trapshooter has to be a man
y
steady nerves and muscles
under control always ready, at
the sudden jerk of a string to swing his gun
"Into place and bring down his clay pigeon.
GEORGE
MAXWELL
trapshooter
t; ) This means trained, not to the minute,
"I find relaxation and complete
He takes no chances
but to the
enjoyment in Tuxedo. It's a nerve
steadier and a sure fire, slow burnhis
with
nerves.
ing tobacco. Easily my favorite,''
We present the names of some of these
t
crack shots who smoke Tuxedo. They like
to smoke but they take no chances on a tobacco that might "throw them off.!'

i

-

-

BANK

WM. Q. HAYDON

THE

and slow, ana guaran- tees that it cannot bite
your tongue.

DEPOSITS

H. W. KELLY
D. T. H0SKIN9

ot

f

ON TJME

OMPITAL QTQQii

VI.

-

Quick on the Trigger
With a Snap-ShEye

ii t r

r7

Hosklns, Cashier.

slIBJGS

LAS VEGAS

CIS.

n

D. T.

INTEREST PAID

jif

the Tailoring
fit

and see to the

"

of

great importance to you.
particular in selecting the

PERSONALS

1

--

FOR

Puritan Sanitary laundry
1201

J50.OOQ.00

II Mackinaws

Get our prices on "wet washing" and. "rough dry." Let us worry.

Phone Matin 267

. SURPLUS

AND

DAY A BURDEN a worry' on your mind? Do you
..
f
to week how you will get. the TASK performed Do
week
from
der
you gtart things steaming early and then find you have no one to
help you do your washing?

IS WASH

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

3

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-Fres- t.
Clarence Iden, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins.

pAWEIS
Kei7

Zealmes;
H

-

Now

0PERV HOUSE

Saturday Nov.

1

C 4j

1

iWholestla Grocers

CIVILIZED
--

3

0

J v

'

!v.

M.

Albiumerquft, N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo,
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GRCE3 KELLY

Once
SAVAGES--

lEiisi Las Vejras,

WOOL. HIDES CI PELTS, LU."
DAIN WAGONS
jriAVAJ O V '
(
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POSITIVELY MASTERS CRUP
Foleys Honey ana Tar Compound
croup and It always acta quickly." O
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm, opens up
the air passages and stops' the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling light
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich,, writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for

I

Mme OPTIC
I

'

annual meeting, and the proposed
work of the assoiation was discussed
by many prominent Floridians who
are interested.

LIBRARIES KEPT OPEN
Paris, Nov. 23. At the beginning of
the war the proposed closing of the
public libraries, as well as some other
state and city institutions, was much
discussed., but it was finally decided
to leave them open. Statistics for the
months of August and. September of
the number of books loaned to read
ers show that the decision wa3 a wise
one. More than 43,000 volumes were
loaned in August and more than 60
000 in September. The figure for October will be even greater than for
the month, of September.
The fact
is taken as indicating a very happy
tranquility of mind on the part of the
reading public In Paris.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
I

Wanted
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Don e yuicKiy
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ightly
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RENT Seven room steam
heated modern house, furnished.
1022 Fourth. St., Mrs. Dillon.
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o
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typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
street.

No.

1:15

.. !:

p. m, .

a.
p, &

Wtit lound
No.
No.
No.
No.

Arrive
1:10 p. m..

I.... 1:35
4:20
.... t.li

.,

a.

m....

p.

m....
m,...

p.

Pepan
1:M

u

1:41 a. &
4:M p.
as.
7:
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L .A H D W
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

Clean cotton

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
fool of Mate

'ill

""W- -'

j i

?

W,C OHD OH

at

rags

or More, each dllvery
...20c per
25c per
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery..
200 pounds to 1,090 pounds, each delivery... ...... 30o per
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery.....
40c per
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
50c per
2,000 pounds

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

1,000

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which, Hive Madp Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

WM AOS

AND
SELL WHAT YOU DINT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth mosL

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here,

read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instru-

OTHERS who

r,Hnnii lIlmiul'tA

staid
"

Dm

RETAIL PRICES

CHICHESTER S PILLS
I

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

CITROLAX

f 'S i

9b

No.

ft
ft ft

a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and it benefited him
at once. I find It the best cough medMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA icine for children because It Is
pleasMeet In the Forest of Brotherly ant to take. They do not
object to
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
taking it," writes MrB. Lafayette Tuck,
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer City, Pa. This
remedy conG. tains no
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul;
opium or other narcotic and
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo may be given to a child as confidently
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
Adv.

CI. TROLAX
CITROLAX

WANTED
this office.

I
111

4. ...11:54

p, m. . ..11:11
1:25 a, m.... 1:11

No.

o'clock. Visiting members are cot
dially welcome. Js T. Buhler, President; Mrs. J. T Buhler, Secretary;
C. IT, Bally, Treasurer.

SPANISH

Historic Clontarf.
Clontarf is one of the moBt historic
spots in Ireland. It was there that,
on Good Friday, April 23, 1014, Brian
Boru and the men of Munster,
t
and Meath fought the Danes.
Brian was killed In his tent; Sigurd,
Earl of Orkney and Caithness, per
ished also, and 11,000 Irishmen and
13,000 Danes are said to have fallen.
Victory remained with the Irish, but
the Danes reoccupied Dublin.
In modern times O'Connell's mon
ster meetings for Repeal were to have
IN TOMORROW NIGHT'S ISSUE
culminated at Clontarf. But the meeting was prohibited by the government,
and O'Connell was put upon his trial
for conspiracy and convicted, though
CORA34
the verdict was eventually reversed
bf the house of lords. .
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Best Cough Medicine for Children
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
102 Meets every Monday night li
"Three years ago when I was living
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue v in
Pittsburgh one of my children had

homesteads; advance information; counties Sail Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections eubject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
d.

uei iniug or constipation, sour
It will be printed serially in
stomach,
lazy liver and sluggish bow
this paper and you will read it
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
with extreme interest
once. Gives a most thorough and eat.
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau
Watch for the Opening Installment sea.
Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome.. Ask for Cit
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug store. Adv.

hv.
,

Inquire

Fil isccllancous

The most remarkable moving
picture play and story ever

i

-

HORSE and buggy for sale,
of Perry Onion.

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE

written. By far the best work
of this master literary workman. A real masterpiece of
thrills from start to finish.

C3

My residence at 620 Co
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will
lay you to Investigate, E. S. Lewis.

ONE card WON

O

o

15

Arrive
7:20 p. m..

For Rent

Author of The Fortune Hunter." "Tha Black
I ha Lone Wolf." Etc.
Bag,

o

I....

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
They hang on all winter if not
WANTED Salesmen to represent re
and pave the way for serious
2390
NO.
checked,
COUNCIL
In
Meets
ITY,
liable nursery, ladies or gentlemen, W.
O. W hall, Sixth street, on the throat and lung diseases. Get a botto work town or country, good sal
first and third Mondays of each tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Comary. Address Box 253, or call 623 month
at 8 P. m. Visiting brothers pound, and take It freely. Stops
Railroad avenue.
and Ladies always welcome. O. L. coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont throat, loosens the phlegm and la
WANTED Steady work; carpentry or
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, mildly laxative. Best for children
concrete laying, or any other line of Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
work; Harry Wick, Central Hotel.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
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B. P.

O, ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Apmonth Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
WANTED A good reliable girl for
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
general housekeeping. Apply 1016 cretary.
Fifth street.

Middle age woman
light housework; good home.
ply 1103 Lincoln avenue.

WANTED

FOR SALE

it

t

CHAPMAN

attend.
cordially Invited
J. FriedensUne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
WANTED To buy three head of good
Cemetery Trustee.
milch cows. Adress B., Optic.

p

pZi

D REGULAR DINNER!
OBTAINABLE A.LWAT8 HANDLES

kii

Adv.

o

GOODS

!ular

Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such ready action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, eore kidneys, "painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with
their use. 0. Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis. says :"My wife Is rapidly recovering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

P

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN

CHI BEST

II

RESTAURANT

"

column

Coast Cana lassoclatioa held today Its

rc

LOBBY

LODGE NO.
A, F, A L. .0. O. MOOSE
Meets eectnd and
fourth Thursday
each
M.
A
Regular com
evening
muntcatlon first tad month at W. o. W. hall. Visiting
third Thursday In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
Mb month, Visiting Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
biothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettea, Secretary,
fourth Thursday in O. R C. haU
LAS VEGA3 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding.- - Vlsitinp- members
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Re- are cordially invited. Colbert C.
Tuea-- ' Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
second
conclave
gis
dey In each month at Ma- GEO. H. HUNKER
soiiio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attomey-at-LaSmith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
H OPTIC'3
NUMBER, MAIN 2
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
ADVERRATES FOR CLASIFIED
DR. F. ft. HUXMANN
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
TISEMENTS
Dtntlst
cation first Monday In each
Dental work of any desorlptloa at
month at Masonlo Temple
Five cents per line each
insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
moderate trices
Estimate six ordinary wprd.s o a line,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- - Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
No ad to occupy less space than two
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41a.
Var-a- y
tary.
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked
actually set I. O. O. P. LAS VEOAS LODGE NO.
LOCAL TIME CARD
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
Cash in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street AH visitsng
Eait Bound
to
brethern

CANAL MEN MEET
Fla., Nov. 23. The East

3
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WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try then,
-

get results and

EVERYBODY'S
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EMBOSSED STATIONERY

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

i

in

iii

tastes. They come in

s

mm,

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF '

delight the most fastidious

1

uiii.i

..iiiiiiii,iniii

I

furnish it in white
W.'can
r colors embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms,, without
cost for use"o the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
sure engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yovi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends iponSth style.
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list
urday, the Athletics still head the
MiLETIGS LOSE HSST with a percentage of 857, winning six MUTUAL THEATER
:
out of the seven games played.
Bridge St
the w rute
between
first
In
the
game
LEAGUE
led
Sox and Pirates. Fred Moore,
with 14 points and Joe Nahm came
First Show Starts at 7a5
Cald
AFTER KEEPING A CLEAN RECORD second with 12. For the Cubs
with
man
stood
Archibald
high
THEY
well
FOR SEVERAL WEEKS,
MONDAY
the
14 points and Mike Sena for
ARE DEFEATED
"The Test of Flame"
Braves with 12.
(Two-ree- l
'
feature) Domino
at
the
The team standings are:
riot
ran
Athletic enthusiasm
Pet.
L.
W.
"False
Pride"
p.
Majestio
"Y. Saturday morning when the here1
7
6
jib i
tofore undefeated Athletics met de- Athletics
.667
2
8
feat at the hands of the Cubs in the White Sox
.400
3
2
5'
.....
Giants'...
Kid basketball league. This makes
.400
2
5
3
have
Cubs
Athletics
,,;
the seventh game the
250
3
1
I
.
LOCAL
played,, and up till Saturday Captain Braves
000
0 .3
.3
Pirates
Merle Williams and his team hare
been making a clean sweep of all
CaDtain Tamme of the Elks football
and his
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
David Dougherty
comers.
wishes to announce that if there Rye at tfc Opera Bar. Adv. .
team
to
slip
huskies, however, managed
number of men
one over to the tune of 24 to 14 in in not a far greater
the scheduled Cutler Brothers, Insurance. NorthSattonight,
out
for
practice
the second game of the regular
A. team win west corner of Plaza. Adv.
C.
M.
Y.
game with the
urday morning series.
at least 15
wants
cancelled.
He
he
As a result of Saturday's contests,
and will
Call central for Frenchy Transfer,
the White Sox moved up to second candidates out for practice
or ten Phone Main 85. Adv.
the
with
eight
satisfied
not
be
Dlace and the Cubs tied with the Giants
for third. In spite of their defeat Sat that have been Showing up.
Artistic monograms in individual
styles. Latest displays at The Optic

m LHID

TONIGHT

For Your

THANKSGIVING
DINNER
Order Your
TURKEY
CRANBERRIES

SWEET POTATOES

NEWS

Year ThanhsgMtti? Dinnor7
CHICKENS
ORANGES

TURKEYS
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
PASCAL CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
LEAF LETTUCE
RIPE TOMATOES
PARSLEY
CAULIFLOWER

red grapes
black grapes
:

a

Mrs. H.- - T. Davis, dressmaker, re
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at
popular prices. Adv.

and
VEGETABLES
"

I

CHESTNUTS
WALNUTS
ALMONDS "
FILBERTS, "ETC.

STORE

New Arrivals
Citron, Lemon and Orange Peel.
Crystalized Ginger.
Figs and Dates.
Nuts of all kinds.
Cluster Raisins.
California and Malaga Grapes.
Arizona Oranges.
,

UPHOLSTERIN AND REFINISIIING.
We are now prepared to do all kinds of upholstering and refinishing

li work and guarantee satisfaction

position

to do all kinds of repair

We also have quite a bit of store

room which we will rent very reasonable.

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
511 Sixth St.

Grocer and Baker

See our line of Monogram samples
in the newest and most artistic de
signs. Optic office.
A

Philip Krontz, aged 23, and
Vaudeville at the Browne. Simoniis
Fitzsimmons, aged 27, both of
and Piatt, in Irish comedy. Clean in
Colo., have been granted a
Trinidad,
5
10
cents.
Admission
and
every way.
at the court house.
license
marriage
Adv.

GETTING READY
FOR THE BIG

CONTEST

Practice for the Thanksgiving day
game of football between the fast Y.
r
M.C. A. team of this city and the
Is
Elks
of
the
progressing
lineup
with vim. Both teams are working
out regularly in preparation for the
game and sport lovers are assured of
a contest full of snap and thrills.
The.. Y. team has ibeen greatly
strengthened since its last game
with the Normal, and Coach Dowden
predicts that his squad will put up a
game at least 50 per cent stronger in
every department than In the former
contest. Haldeman and Cordova, the
new men In the back field, are fast
and) experienced halves, while the
addition of Sena, Madrid and Baer has
greatly strengthened the line. White,
who has been shifted from half to
quarter, is showing fine form in his
new berth and the Y. has every reason to feel optimistic over the coming struggle which will decide the
championship of the city.
The Elks have some heavy men
lined up and will be in shape to play
a strong defensive game. The line
will outweigh the Y. team about ten
pounds to the man and the back field
will be of about equal weight. The
Elks are utilizing the Y. "gym" for
signal practice and Captain Tamme
will rely largely on line plunging to
pierce the light Y. forward defense.

Phone Vegas 114

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited ..by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED ia"7
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

n
COSTS NO MORE THAN CARELESS
OR INDIFFERENT SERVICE
OUR "CODE OF SERVICE" IS WITHOUT QUESTION THE BEST IN THIS
CITY
OUR MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAS GIVEN US A TRAINING
NOT TO BE OTHERWISE ACQUIRED r .;.
.;.
,;.

J.

JOHNSEN AND SON
UNDERTAKER
625 Douglas Ave.,, ,
Phone Main 258

SI
s

VIosnnh

YhQ-Elotlar-

knows there is no economy in
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kaowa the best
is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmi&
takable terms. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
j

ill
A

iz Home

Of Tba Bast Of Everyling

Eatable

Full Line of
-

Poultry, Mea.ts, Vegetables,

Fruits, Nuts.

la fact everything necessary for your Thanksgiving dinner. Don't forgot to give us your order for your Turkey.

-- Ml
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mm
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TIOES ADD TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Micheiin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto. r ;

STORE

.ALLWOSK'CONE
' GUARANTEED

1

FOR

d

n

1

Jap a Lack for anywhere or anything about the house is still the
best varnish made. We have it In all sizes and colors. Prices absolutely the same as in any eastern city.
EVERYTHING" IN BRUSHES AND HOUSE PAINTS.
m m
m m ;
m0
mm

ITS PEEFECTNESS

Tho Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Phone Main 379
In
Furniture and Hardware,
Everything

myself."
The judge asked the young man
what fault he had to find with himself and why he wished to have him-

self arrested. The reply was:
"I'm losing my grip and I think I
better be sent out to that big Institution at the end of the Hot Springs
boulevard. Come on down, judge, and
get me sent away, for I feel I better
he going and ItSs'a long way to

u

u Li v '

r

The judge promised to make all
haste, though he hated to think of the
water cooling in thP tub. While he
was donning additional
ratmpnt, the
phone rang strain and Niht Officer
Edward Ward said he had called

up

need-

AT OUB SEBP

PO-LIC- E

m

CO.

C.

.,

Ve-(ga-

Our undertaking department is In charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
has had fifteen years experience in the business. All work guaranteed. Our private ambulance is always ready.

charge of Intoxication. Apparently he
is on the verge of delirium, brought
on by drinking a cheap grade ofwine,
which, as Chief Coles said, "contains
enough snakes in each bottle to keep
three carnivals of charmers busy."
The young man is connected with
an old and well known family, which
desires that his name be withheld. It
was stated this morning that he had
had his scare and probably would
cling tightly to the water wagon in
the future.

A

all-sta-

have
Wells Fargo and Company
There will he a meeting of the
a
blossomed
forth
with
painted
newly
Woman's club Wednesday afternoon
NOTICE
at 2:30 o'clock at the Commercial wagon in which to carry the express
Office of the Treasurer of San Miguel
club rooms. Mrs. W. J. rugate will packages.
County.
read an interesting paver on civics.
The county clerk's office has issued
Taxes for the year 1914 are now
The Ladies' League of the First a marriage license to Juan Alires, ag- due. Taxes for the first half of the
Presbyterian church will hold its mis ed 21, and, Anita Gonzales, aged 21, year become delinquent on December
1.
Taxes for the second half of the
sionary tea at the home of Mrs. J. H both of Las Vegas.
year become delinquent on Juno 1,
York, 1223 Sixth street, Tuesday afterPhil H. LeNoir gave little talk last 1915.
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
,.r
night at the First Baptist church on
EUGENIO ROMERO,
(Signed)
durTreasurer.
A new assistant trainmaster of the his experiences in Albuquerque
Y. M. C. A.
a
the
for
campaign
ing
Santa Fe railroad has come to town.
The latest addition to the railroad's
The local Y. M. C. A. held its reg
SWIHl OUTDOORS
employes is the infant eon that wa3
bom Saturday night to Mr. and Mrs. ular Sunday evening luncheon . last
night at the association building.
H. R. McKee.
UNDER THE ICICLES
About 15 men gathered around the
table.
Tomorrow night and ' Wednesday
.....
,,, .
VISITORS TO THE HOT SPRINGS
night a eleigtit of tiand performance
William
out on
Ilfel4was
Ludwig
will be given at the Mutual theater by
YESTERDAY ARE TREATED
Professor D. Fisher. Mr. Fisher is no a hunting trip over the Romeroville
. TO A NOVEL SIGHT
relation of Bud Fisher, and he is no road yesterday. He reports that the
Mutt, either. In his chosen profession. road is being put in fine condition.
Visitors to the Hot Springs canyon
The feature of the performance on Work on the Romeroville Gap is pro yesterday were treated to the novel
Wednesday evening will be the great gressing rapidly. The stretch be- sight for November 23 of a number
trunk mystery. The professor will be tween the gap and Las Vegas is being of men swimming in the outdoor
assisted by his manager, William graveled and, according to Mr. Ilfeld,
a short distance from which
when it is completed, it "will be a was
Marks.
a frozen expanse on the surface
blessing to go over it."
of the Gallinas river! Above the
Wedding announcements in the long
swimmers' heads was a flume from
Yesterday the Girls' Glee club of the which
narrow effects, plain or panel station
hung down icicles a foot in
ery, engraved in Greek, Astor, Old Las Vegas High school left in a spe- length. The warm water from the
cial car for the Teachers' convention
English or Script texts, are
springs made the natatorlum com
minute. See them at The Optic office. at Albuquerque, This afternoon the fortable in spite of the cold tempera
New Mexico Normal University deleture that prevailed.
The New Mexico Normal Univer- gation, consisting of the Boys' and
Las Vegas business men and town
sity is sending to Albuquerque a large Girla' Glee clubs, the orchestra and advertisers said this morning that the
exhibit of the work done In the do- the representatives in the oratorical
s
Springs Is the best asset Las
mestic ecience department, the art contest, departed in a blaze of en- jHot has In the
of an attraction for
way
The arrival, of the Nordepartment, the grades and the man- thusiasm.
.tourists. They said further that they
ual training department. The chief mal's delegation will complete the would see that
accommodations are
portion of the exhibit consists of a largest representation that ever has provided for guests near the
springs
doll louse which was made by the attended the convention. On Friday
next summer. The earlier the
early
manual training class. The house Is and Saturday about 34 left for the
date at which the springs and their
an exact miniature reproduction of a Duke City, yesterday 111 went to Albuwater are made available to tourists,
dwelling. It contains furniture, the querque, and today's quota was 80,
to the opinion of the boostwalls are papered and there is even bringing the number of Las Vegans at according
sooner will Las Vegas get
the
ers,
a plentiful supply of linen in the the meeting to aoout 225. This is an
before the public as a summer and
abode.
increase of 70 over the number that health resort.
attended from here last year. The
Tonight only at the Browne theater crowd that has gone down is full of
there will be offered some Irish co- "pep" and enthusiasm and is sure to
HE TRIED TO HAVE
medy, some real jigging, a bit of blar- place Las Vegas in a prominent place
a
few
Siof
and
the
old
ney
songs.
in the convention.
monds and Plaits and the Bradfords
HIMSELF ARRESTED
Four, vaudeville artists, will put on
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
the show which will be given in conLetters remaining uncalled for for
nection with a program of moving pic- the week ending November 21:
tures." Good, healthy fun is the preAntonio Bustos, W. F. Castle, Wes-lie- ; YOUNG MAN PLEADED WITH
JUDGE TO COMMIT HIM
dominant feature of the Four Brad-fordChlsholm, Fred II. Coulter, E. G.
TO THE ASYLUM
In
Mrs.'
but addition to their comedy Esquibel, D. S. Fisher & Co.,
each has artistic proportion to give it Maria' Gutires, W. B. Payne, Peno
Police Judge D. R. Murray was sumthe desired effect Marie Leeds, a Pena, Howard Ruby, Mrs. J. Swallier,
moned from the bathtub Saturday
"an
W.
well
W.
S.
as
known
J.
Thornton; Joe Varila,
singing comedienne,
night to answer the telephone call of
Ingenue In such plays asj "McFadden's Woodard.
Row of Flats" and "The Yellow Kid," .. When calling for the above letters an excited young man who stated vehemently:
will be heard in her own songs and please ask for advertised letters.
"I wish to file a complaint against
E. V. LONG, P. M.
stories.
.-

at reasonable prices. We are in a

II, YORK

to tell the judge there was a young
fellow down town wha cither was
crazy or suffering from the D. T.'s..
He said the fellow was insisting on
being arrested and sent to (he insane
asylum. The judge advised that the
man be locked up for the week-end- .
Officer Ward accordingly put the fellow in Jail. In searching him he
found a large beer bottle nearly filled
with Inferior winej
This morning Judge Murray gave
CA.
FOOTBALL
ELKS AND Y. M,
the young man a jail sentence on a
TEAMS WILL PLAY HARD
TURKEY DAY

IN

THE CASH GROCER

as

from

marriage license has been Issued
court house to carlota Aragon,
at
the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
and Jose Lu- In wood. Direct from the distillery to aged 24, of San Pablo,
21 of Las Vegas.
cero,
aged
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

red apples

STEARNS

'

chicken dinner by LuthBigi
eran ladies' aid Wednesday evening
5 to 8 p. m. at 507 Sixth street.

persimmons
bananas ...."';

ROQUEFORT CHEESE
CAMEMBERT CHEESE
BRIE CHEESE
SWISS CHEESE

office.

FRUIT

23, 1914.
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